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ABSTRACT
LAURA CLAIRE BAGWELL: Environment, Behavior, and Internal Consciousness: A
Study of Space and Time in Dostoevsky
(Under the direction of Valentina lepuri)

Individual and public space creates the reality of daily existence for a human
being. The ideological perspectives a person maintains are direct products ofindividual
space experience because the larger societal context of a region constructs the norms for
behavior and belief Dostoevsky writes concentration narratives that focus on the urban
and rural space surrounding a protagonist, and contrasts between these two settings to
illustrate the impact of environment on the human psyche. This study examines the use
of external conditions to describe literary characters and the ideologies and behaviors
they maintain. In researching space and time in the literature of Dostoevsky, I critically
analyzed six major works including White Nights, The Gambler, Crime and Punishment,
Notesfrom the Underground, The Brothers Karamazov, and The Idiot and studied his
methods utilizing both spatial imagery and time within a narrative. I began my research
by studying Dostoevsky’s use of urban constituencies and then used these findings to
compare the way in which he describes cities to that ofrural locales. Dostoevsky’s use of
space is purposeful; I aim to prove this through uncovering the parallels between a
protagonist’s internal consciousness and the space in which he inhabits. Finally, this
paper illustrates how Dostoevsky employs time as the historical delineator of attitude and
belief amid both a populace and an individual. Few critics discuss time and space in their
analyses of Dostoevsky’s literary works; instead, most critics focus on the psychological
states ofthe characters without regard for their environment, or they study the way in
which Dostoevsky integrates religion into his writings. I believe space and time
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constitutes much of what Dostoevsky’s character exhibit in thought, belief and action.
Space and time constitute individual reality and are a driving force behind both the
societal norms and ideologies in the six writings I have discussed. To understand why the
protagonists persist in the way they do, it is imperative to comprehend the society and
external conditions that constmct their daily lives. This thesis is a testament that
Dostoevsky was not only a writer of psychological and religious novels, but also was a
wnter who used Russia as creator of human ideology and action.
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INTRODUCTION

Space and time constitute the reality of daily existence for individuals. The
environment in which a person persists dictates the attitudes and beliefs that he develops.
An individual’s environment includes both personal space and the broader, public spaces
ofsociety. In literature, space and time exist as a background element ofthe narrative.
Critical analyses of literary works focus mainly on plot and the author’s intended themes
and character development in accordance; however, the spatial surroundings that
comprise a novel’s setting function both to illuminate a character’s temperament and to
facilitate the narrative action. Fyodor Dostoevsky employs concentrated narrative in his
literary works to divulge the psychological world of his protagonists. Considered a
forerunner among authors ofthe psychological novel, much is written about Dostoevsky
and his ability to delve deep in the human psyche and produce fictional characters that
illustrate the full range of one’s emotional capacity. While the psychological
development and religious undertones in Dostoevsky’s literary works deserve extensive
attention, as they are among the foundations of his literary design, I believe that space
and time are equally as important in understanding both the complexity of his characters
and the literary style with which he wrote.
External conditions manipulate human consciousness and construct the
framework ofsocietal influence upon human ideology and behavior. Primarily people are
subject to their immediate surroundings—the conditions consistently perceived and lived
among. This daily environment becomes the crux ofreality for an individual and shapes
personality and attitude because of its continual presence. Specific areas of space.
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however, are contrived by the larger, surrounding society. Individual space is only a
section ofcollective space and consequently cannot be examined apart jfrom its larger
context. Historical past and societal organization constitute the broader context for a
region; societies look to the past in determining how it persists in the present. Historical
and societal factors assist the formation ofindividual perspective, belief, and motivation
for behavior because they create the individual’s space of daily life.
Personal and collective spaces influence the human perspective, and it is from this
derived viewpoint that individuals express themselves through music, art, and writing.
Literary works and political doctrines produced during a specific epoch are often
reflections ofthe areas in which they were formed, and societies construct common
opinion and acceptable norms for living from these regional ideologies. Factors such as
distribution of wealth, the concentration ofclasses, major political and social events, and
the weather of a locale contribute to the illusion ofreality that a culture maintains. These
underlying distinctions of a constituency are often overlooked in literary analyses and go
unnoticed because they are background characteristics, but their significance to a piece of
literature is by no means small. The setting of a novel exposes the author’s intended tone
and ftuiher develops the temperament ofindividual characters. Spatial factors are
emphasized or deemphasized according to how the author wants to portray an area and its
significance upon the premise of a literary work.
Both space and time exist outside of an individual’s mind, but, as Kant relays it.
“together they allow people to comprehend their own sense experience.” People develop
intense attachment to the spaces they call home, and although this attachment is primarily
subconscious, the effect of one’s environment goes beyond mere sentimentality. Locales
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differ from region to region. People look and act differently according to where they are
from. A person from central Africa behaves and believes in different things, for instance.
than someone from Japan. It is a consequence of situation. The amount to which ideas
and religions vary depending upon place illustrates the influence of environment over
individual behef and behavior. Fyodor Dostoevsky echoes these notions within his
literary works through constructing protagonists whose personal identities and social
ideologies are derivatives of the spaces in which they persist. Their environment directly
influences their daily perspective and the manner in which they approach the world and
individuals around them. Furthermore, while he addresses space through concentrated
description of external conditions, Dostoevsky also employs time to facilitate the
digression of a character’s internal consciousness to previous events that were sigmficant
in his psychological development and worldview. This paper will examine the issues of
space and time and their social impact within six important literary works by Fyodor
Dostoevsky: Notesfrom Underground, The Idiot, White Nights, The Gambler, Crime and
Punishment, and The Brothers Karamazov.
Fyodor Dostoevsky is considered one ofthe greatest Russian writers. Famous for
writing novels that encompass themes of suffering, quests for God and the problems of
Evil, Dostoevsky’s literary works illustrate his unique ability to delve deep into the
human psyche and produce timeless hypotheses about the state ofsociety. The events of
Dostoevsky’s life and the political state of Russia greatly influenced his writing and the
literary subjects he chose. Dostoevsky believed Russian people to have a unique cultural
identity—one that was completely different from that of the Western world. He saw
Russians as being distinctively immersed in brotherly love for all inhabitants of the
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nation. Unlike other nations, Russia’s history did not develop out ofclass conflict and
warfare but out of peaceful compliance due to a “shared ethnic identity”(Scanlan 204)
This idea ofRussian superiority among other nations is important in understanding
Dostoevsky’s novels—the characters he creates are products ofthis Russian identity. A
national identity such as this indicates that Dostoevsky shared the view that people are
subject to the societal conditions in which they live. In his book Dostoevsky The Thinker,
James Scanlan described Dostoevsky’s views on the state of Russia and its people in
these words:
Russia’s circumstances have allowed fraternity to become part ofRussian
‘flesh and blood’ over the centuries, so that it is part ofthe Russian
‘nature’ not only in the original or innate sense but in the sense ofthe
durable “second nature” produced by the soil. He appears to recognize two
senses in which the ‘need for a brotherly community’ can be said to be ‘in
the nature of man’: the sense of being ‘bom with it’ and the sense of
having ‘assimilated such a habit from time immemorial.’ It is part of all
men’s nature in the first sense, but only ofRussians’ nature in the second
(204).
Dostoevsky depicts his country as possessing the power to bestow human nature. The
assertion that Russia inflicts a particular inner being upon its populace suggests that
human nature is contingent upon the surroundings in which a person is submersed. For
Dostoevsky, his childhood development and young adulthood were direct products ofthe
political and religious doctrines in Russia at that time. The environment he grew up in
particularly affected his perspective of life; Dostoevsky was deeply influenced by the
Russian political system of his youth and the spatial circumstances of his life.
He was bom in Moscow on October 30, 1821 to a father ofrigid stmcture and
firm standards and to a mother possessing unconditional love for her son. The two
contrasting forces in Dostoevsky’s life became a common fixture in his literary works-
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acceptance and forgiveness verses callous judgment and inflexible expectation. In 1946,
Dostoevskyjoined a group of utopian socialists called the Petrashevksy Circle. He did
not agree with everything the group discussed—^he did not support political revolution
nor did he consider himself atheist—^but his involvement in the group led to his arrest in
April of 1848. Members of the circle were arrested on the grounds ofconspiring to kill
Tsar Nicholas I and were sentenced to death. Immediately before his execution.
Dostoevsky’s sentence was changed to forced labor in Siberia. The time he spent in
prison greatly changed Dostoevsky and caused him to abandon his earlier ideals. In
prison, he witnessed atrocities on prisoners committed by both guards and fellow inmates
and additionally saw the hatred Russian peasants felt for the upper class. Dostoevsky’s
experiences in both prison and Siberia ultimately led to his questioning the common good
in man he once thought existed. Dostoevsky felt he had misunderstood human nature.
Dostoevsky did experience some positive outcomes amid his internment
however—it renewed his faith in God and created an intense interest in the criminal
mind. Dostoevsky and his fellow inmates were connected by religion. He witnessed
fellow prisoners falling on their knees sobbing and earnestly praying, and from this
concluded that all people were capable ofredemption in Christ, even criminals. His time
in Siberia greatly influenced most of his literary works, including both Crime and
Punishment and The Idiot, which contain analysis on the internal psychology of
individuals facing criminal charges or death. Furthermore, the changes Dostoevsky
underwent in attitude and beliefin Siberia were in consequence to Russia’s volatile
political atmosphere and the government’s fear ofrevolution. The era in which he lived
was a time ofpolitical evolution; this atmosphere ofchange helped create the challenges
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Dostoevsky faced with the Russian government. Furthermore, the space and time
constituting Dostoevsky’s life is significant because it directly connects to the literature
he produced. Characters immersed in intense psychological turmoil due to society are
common in his fictional writings. Dostoevsky uses personal life experiences such as
confinement, forced labor, and the evolution ofreligious belief to construct the situations
his characters find themselves.
Fyodor Dostoevsky had an unusually difficult life, and the emotional impact the
events of his life produced is reflected undoubtedly in his literary works. Common
themes in Dostoevsky’s fictional writings include suffering as a means to joy, salvation
through religion, isolation from society, and women as sacrificial beings. Producing these
themes, Dostoevsky uses the backdrops of cities, the central dwellings ofcharacters, and
the nation of Russia as a creator ofidentity to develop his complex characters and
plotlines. It is impossible to separate the time and space with which Dostoevsky lived
from the literary works he wrote because many ofthe themes he chooses stem from the
Russia in which he lived. The characters are subject to the Russia he describes.
Besides being a leader in literature that examines human psyche and
consequential action, Dostoevsky also contributed a great deal to the arrival ofthe
philosophical movement of existentialism. Existentialism stems fi-om abstract ideas
asserting human life to exist within a personage’s life experiences and internal thought
rather than life resulting from biological or psychological laws ofnature. As a movement,
existentialism highly values an individual’s fi-eedom of choice. Although the “father of
existentialism” is the Danish philosopher Soren Kierkegaard, Fyodor Dostoevsky wrote
the first existential novel through his completion ofNotesfrom the Underground. The
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novel envelops the movement’s ideals and philosophies through the protagonist the
Underground Man. Existentialism developed due to the social and political environment
of Russia in the mid-nineteenth century. The undertones of existentialist thought are
illustrated loosely throughout much ofDostoevsky’s works. These ideas run contrary to
the materialist thinking common in nineteenth century Russian society. From this
historical period, Dostoevsky observes individuals in relation to surrounding. As in
Notesfrom the Underground, these existential notions offree will and the absurdity of
human beings are essential in analyzing the characters within each ofthe six works I
studied.
The critical analyses ofFyodor Dostoevsky commonly examine his philosophies,
concepts of man, psychological theories, and the religious undertones and meanings
apparent throughout his novels (such as V. V. Zenkovsky’s “Dostoevsky’s Religious and
Philosophical Views,” Rene Fueloep-Miller’s “Fyodor Dostoevsky: Insight, Faith, and
Prophecy,” and Joseph David Rhodes’“F.M. Dostoevsky: Christian Mystic and Social
Philosopher”). The large amount ofthese books and articles is impressive. They have
accomplished great strides in understanding Dostoevsky; however, not enough has been
discussed or written about the importance Dostoevsky placed on space and time within
his stories. The elaborate descriptions of people and their surroundings are intentional
and cannot be ignored in order to analyze comprehensively Dostoevsky as an author. To
Dostoevsky, external conditions shape human nature and dictate the perceptions and
behaviors of a culture’s populace. This is why he concentrates on narrative depictions of
setting and physical appearances ofcharacters. It is only through the outward
manifestations that people judge society, individuals, and themselves. Dostoevsky
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carefully describes the external conditions in which his characters reside to offer an
explanation about the root ofaction they partake. Furthermore, through meticulous
descriptions, Dostoevsky divulges the differing views he has on urban versus rural areas.
The correlation between the plots and settings is deliberate. Russia’s civil and political
atmosphere was the most important determining factor ofDostoevsky’s life. Through the
characters in his stories, Dostoevsky strives to illustrate that this is true for the whole of
humanity as well.
Among the novels Dostoevsky produced, many ofthe protagonists belong to the
lower class, which is prevalent in large, urban areas. It is through this perception of
lower class society that his books are set and their characters persist. He places them
within private worlds amid a larger society to illustrate the psychological and ideological
influences of a society upon its inhabitants. The correlation between plot and setting is
purposeful; they parallel one another in Dostoevsky’s novels and disclose his perception
that human behavior and place-relation are directly connected.
In researching this topic of Dostoevsky’s literary space and time, I read each of
the six novels and critically examined the use ofsetting and historical period in their
narrative’s progression. As I studied each literary work,I read numerous articles and
critical analyses concerning Fyodor Dostoevsky’s childhood and life experiences that
garnered both his religious and political ideologies. Much ofthe critical analysis I
encountered discussed the use of psychological development within the protagonists and
the religious foundation of Dostoevsky’s novels. Not much has been written about the
spatial jframework of his novels or the specific time periods in which he set narratives. In
this thesis, I aim to uncover the significance ofspace and time within Dostoevsky’s
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writings and the impact it has on the protagonists and their psychological mindset and
behavior. I have structured the paper around spatial factors as they decrease in size amid
his works. First, I examine Dostoevsky’s use of urbanized constituencies to illustrate the
harmful effects of urbanization. Next,I relate the findings on city spaces in contrast to
the rural areas that Dostoevsky describes. The paper continues on to discuss the
depictions of personal space and the meaning they instill in relation to the protagonist
who inhabit them. Finally, I conclude by examining Dostoevsky’s use oftime as a
historical delineator of attitude and common belief.
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CHAPTER ONE—CITY SPACE

Space is not limited to the landscape ofa setting or the physical environment
where a story is set. While space does include these things, space also envelops the
existing climate, the political and social atmospheres ofa region, objects within a space.
cohabiting peers, and the experiences people connect to their physical environment.
Coinciding spatial factors work together to create a specific life experience for each
person. This spatial orientation constitutes what individuals take away firom the regions in
which they live. All that a person observes, touches, and converses with inside his
environment affects the perspective and ideas he has about reality. Thomas Hardy relays
this is his assertion, “physical space is reality itself as a forceful, comprehensive physical
environment. Recognition of and alignment with that reality offers a greater degree of
truthfulness and charity than do dogmas and institutions of both Christian and secular
culture”(27). Space dictates the visible world of perception, and more importantly
influences the internal world of existence. External conditions shape human thought and
action and consequently mold human nature through the history oftime.
Fyodor Dostoevsky sets the main actions ofhis works within cities. Often using
St. Petersburg as a setting, Dostoevsky uses negative imagery to portray the situation in
which characters are immersed. Urban areas of living are crowded and impersonal.
Unlike small towns, people get lost amid society in big cities,jumbled among countless
people. City dwellers are dehumanized, even to one another, because they are reduced to
a mere face indistinguishable firom the next. This imposed identity lacks the full range of
human emotion to the observer because it is an unknown entity. Every person has a
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subjective conscience but in societal settings, people keep inner feelings hidden from
exterior view. Impersonal relations become the keystone of normal interaction, and
individuals become increasingly alienated from one another due to the distancing nature
of municipal surroundings. Urbanization poses additional problems for human placerelations. The sheer size of a city causes people’s personal space to be diminished into
smaller and smaller areas. As a result, pubhc space increases. The vast public
environment that forms lacks identity and strains the individual space available.
In Notesfrom the Underground, Crime and Punishment and White Nights, the
protagonists live among a large, urban society while being confined to tiny living spaces.
Dostoevsky provides concentrated descriptions of both characters and city, structuring
the foundation of human action around these correlating elements. Such focused accounts
of human beings and their surroundings cause the plot to be a background factor ofthe
novel at times, but, fundamentally, enables parallels between characters and environment
to be drawn. Through vivid descriptions, Dostoevsky’s characters personify the mood of
the city and historical period in which they subsist. Notesfrom the Underground, Crime
and Punishment and White Nights are set in St. Petersburg—a city Dostoevsky believed
produced “so dreadful a fever ofthe soul, such fantastic, and at the same time abstract,
visions and ventures of delirium” that the very soul of an individual was impacted by its
societal force(Ivanov 578). St. Petersburg, though an inanimate entity, created its own
breed of human beings according to Dostoevsky. As illustrated in these three novels, the
Petersburg ofthe 19^^ century fostered isolated and mentally unstable individuals.
Peter the Great built St. Petersburg in the early

century. Originally named

Petersburg (the name known to Dostoevsky), the city was built near the Gulf of Finland,
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an area around the Neva River in Russia. Intricate systems ofsmaller rivers, canals, and
bridges comprise St. Petersburg due to its location on the Neva River. Scenes set among
bridges and roads lined with waterways are common in Crime and Punishment,
Dostoevsky uses St. Petersburg and its geography in Crime and Punishment to
enhance the psychological attributes ofits protagonist, Rodion Romanovitch
Raskolnikov. As a poor student, Raskolnikov envelops a highly intellectual perspective
of his peers and surroundings that permeates every thought or feeling he possesses and
fluther perpetuates his negative view of society. His name is a derivative ofthe Russian
word “raskolnik” meaning “schismatic’ or ‘divided,” which is fittingly appropriate in
that Raskolnikov exists as an alien figure within the society of St. Petersburg. In his
isolation, Raskolnikov develops a heightened sense ofsuperiority over his fellow man; it
is through this perception that Raskolnikov justifies murder. His superiority leads to his
development ofradical, elitist theories that in turn isolate him firom society and foster his
courage to kill people for personal ideals. These ideals stem fi*om the separation and
mental seclusion Raskolnikov endures amid St. Petersburg and its stifling, dismal
atmosphere. In “Dostoevsky’s Descriptions: The Characters and the City,” Loenid
Grossman supports this when he says, “Petersburg is inseparable from the personal drama
ofRaskolnikov: it is that fabric upon which his cmel dialectic draws its design (655).”
Dostoevsky illustrates the dreary and foul-smelling city of St. Petersburg to nurture an
unsteady and desperate internal life in Raskolnikov.
Raskolnikov lives amidst a big city comprised oftiny, dingy dwelling spaces and
has few close relations. The plot in Crime and Punishment derives from Raskolnikov’s
murder ofthe pawnbroker Alyona Ivanovna and her younger sister Lizaveta, but the
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majority ofthe novel focuses on the psychological state ofthe protagonist and the reasons
for his actions rather than the murder itself Dostoevsky’s structuring the novel in this
way—around internal thought and concentrated description—forces the heightened
awareness of spatial setting within Crime and Punishment. As Grossman relays,
Dostoevsky “gives masterpieces ofcity description of‘middling streets’ ofthe capital
with their stench and dust, laborer and craftsman population, saloons and various other
low-grade ‘establishments’” as an explanation for the state of society in 19* century St.
Petersburg and also as a justification for the life circumstances ofits inhabitants (654).
Like Raskolnikov’s inescapable mind and distorted perceptions, St. Petersburg is
also unavoidable and aggravating for the protagonist. He has neither opportunity nor
money to aid in his departure fi-om St. Petersburg, not even temporarily. “The heat in the
street was terrible: and the airlessness, the bustle and the plaster, scaffolding, bricks, and
dust all about him, and that special Petersburg stench, so familiar to all who are unable to
get out oftown in summer—all worked painfully upon the young man’s already
overwrought nerves {Crime and Punishment 2).” Dostoevsky never delineates a specific
incident or time when Raskolnikov’s mind became chaotic and confused, but firom the
beginning of the novel, he describes St. Petersburg negatively and, as seen in the
quotation, he attributes it as a significant factor enhancing madness within the
protagonist.
Raskolnikov further demonstrates the influence ofspace through his change in
attitude and vulnerability upon exiting St. Petersburg. After being convicted ofthe
pawnbroker’s murder, Raskolnikov is removed jfrom the city and sent to Siberia. It is
when he is in the rural area of Siberia and locked in jail that his head finally begins to
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clear. He regains mental stability and consideration for other people, which he had lost in
St. Petersburg and the confines of his isolated mind. In jail, Raskolnikov openly
confesses his crime and says his motive was this: “his miserable position, his poverty and
helplessness, and his desire to provide for his first steps in life by the help ofthe three
thousand roubles he had reckoned on finding”{Crime and Punishment Epilogue).
Raskolnikov’s dissatisfaction with his life and the societal inequalities he faced
culminated within him as both a scapegoat and solution for the state ofsociety in Alyona
Ivanovna. In murdering the pawnbroker, Raskolnikov felt he could improve both
humanity and himselfthrough monetary atonement.
Raskolnikov killed Aloyna Ivanovna because ofcircumstance—circumstances he
felt trapped due to poverty and societal position. The regaining of mental clarity outside
of St. Petersburg demonstrates the influence urban areas have on human consciousness.
Raskolnikov never found remorse while imprisoned for the two murders he committed,
which the Epilogue of Crime and Punishment reveals, but he did rediscover life. “Life
had stepped into the place oftheory and something quite different would work itself out
in his mind” during internment {Crime and Punishment 472). Once outside the confines
of an impersonal and crowded city, Raskolnikov found a new perspective—a perspective
fi-ee fi*om abstract, anti-human ideologies. The clearing of his psyche proves it was not
solely his mind that was faulty; Raskolnikov’s mental health correlated to his
surroundings.
Dostoevsky not only uses the setting of St. Petersburg to illustrate Raskolnikov’s
mental instability, but also utilizes the urban location to comment on the effects of
poverty upon the human mind and to illustrate the social issues of Russian society.
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Through Raskolnikov’s indirect interaction with a student of university, the marital and
career decisions of three key female characters, and by using descriptions ofthe city
itself, Dostoevsky elucidates the inhibiting nature of nineteenth century Russian society
on lower income families residing in cities.
The scarcity of wealth and decrepit conditions portrayed in Crime and
Punishment propel Raskolnikov’s emotions. Poverty is the crux of his frustration with the
pavmbroker, Aloyna Ivanovna. The idea to kill the pawnbroker became legitimate in
Raskolnikov’s psyche when he overheard a student ofthe nearby university say it would
be good for society ifshe were dead and her money distributed among the poor. The
student exclaimed,“Take her money and with the help ofit devote oneselfto the service
of humanity and the good of all...would not one tiny crime be wiped out by thousands of
good deeds?”{Crime and Punishment 59). Raskolnikov had been thinking of committing
the crime before hearing the student in the bar, but hearing another individual vindicate
his own thoughts enables his idea to become a genuine possibility. The student
communicates a twist that murdering the pawnbroker would be above all utilitarian—a
concept Raskolnikov found overwhelmingly legitimate. He is dissatisfied with the
degradations of St. Petersburg culture; the student’s mutual dissatisfaction was the final
element needed to validate his crime.
The characters Dounia and Sonia display their “strength and compassion” through
their condition of poverty. Dounia, Raskolnikov’s sister, is in a compromising situation
due to her family’s scarce amount ofincome. She works as a house cleaner for
Svidrigailov to support both her mother and Raskolnikov. Her position as maid puts her
in a compromising situation because her boss makes inappropriate advances that nearly
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ruin her reputation. Due to this, Dounia faces marrying a man named Luzhin because he
will disregard her societal reputation and legally unite with her. However,this union is
based on his superiority and a woman’s need for a husband. In the 19* century.
weddings were often sought with financial intentions. Weddings secured family fortune
and could guarantee the continuation ofrespectable hneage. Conversely, families of
humble means could look to marriage as a sort ofsaving institution. Individuals seeking
monetary gain or security found hope in advantageous unions. In Crime and Punishment,
Dounia is hesitant to marry Luzhin, but agrees because the welfare of her mother,
Raskolnikov, and herself rests on a prosperous marriage.
In the end, Dounia does not marry Luhzin, but her original compliance illustrates
that economic factors dictated decisions ofseemingly non-economic value. During the
19* century, industrialization was progressing in Russia and people increasingly moved
to cities. Dostoevsky participated in groups whose theories maintained that Russian
people should “return to the soil.” In his article, “The Russian Idea,” James P. Scanlan
describes this “‘native soil” movement” in this way,“At its root was a broad empirical
theory about the impact of a nation's history and culture on not only the attitudes but the
capacities and other traits ofthe individual”(200). The theory upheld that Russia created
a distinct type of person due to its landscape and traditional modes ofliving. In other
words, a person’s nationality greatly affected both his perspective and personality. The
Westernization of Russia brought about the urbanization oftowns and subsequently
produced the view that money and materialism were the basis of human existence and
survival among the populace. To persist successfully, individuals had to become
financially secure or they faced significant poverty. Human beings became more and
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more separated from themselves and their consciousness due to urban situations that
inhibited freedom of choice and ethical behavior. These notions are echoed in
Raskolnikov’s decision to kill the pawnbroker—^which he justified through corrupted
morale resulting from societal scarcity—and also in Dounia’s acquiescence to marry a
man she found crude in order to procure familial well-being.
Sonia similarly sacrifices herselfto support her father and step-relatives. Instead
of advantageous marriage, Sonia prostitutes herself to acquire monetary income. Her
father, Marmelavod remarried a woman with children. It is from this addition of people to
the family that Sonia is forced to prostitute herself. Seeing her younger siblings crying
from hunger and their mother too sick to work herself, Sonia entered the field of
prostitution out of necessity. Marmelavod spoke of her first time on the job saying,“At
six o’clock I saw Sonia get up, put on her kerchief and her cape, and go out of the room
and about nine o’clock she came back. She walked straight up to Katerina Ivanovna and
she laid thirty roubles on the table...since then my daughter has been forced to take a
yellow ticket” {Crime and Punishment 15-6). This quotation illustrates the stoic way
Sonia approached such a task of exploitation—Sonia knew her family needed income and
so she sold herself in order to save the others; she did it mechanically and quietly, asking
nothing in return.
St. Petersburg society both upheld such institutions, but also punished their
existence with the yellow ticket. Due to the nature of her work, Sonia was unable to lodge
with her family and was forced to move into an establishment suitable for prostitutes. The
yellow ticket marked her deviance and also her separation from normal community.
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Sonia sacrificed both societal and personal respect for the sake ofher family and required
finances.
The poverty in which Marmelavod and his family subsist demonstrates the
consequences metropolitan deprivation has on the quality of life. Like Dounia and Sonya,
Marmelavod’s wife, Katerina Ivanovna, made decisions based on family need. Katerina
once had money, she was bom ofnoble birth, but an unsuccessful marriage and
consequential disinheritance forced her into lower class compliance. Katerina married
Marmelavod out of financial necessity, and their marriage is a testament to that for it is
not one of love, but a marriage based on two individuals devoid ofemotional connection.
Marmelavod is constantly drunk, and Katerina is marked by coughing and a general
illness resembling consumption. Marmelavod drinks regularly to increase his internal
suffering. “That’s why I drink too. I try to find sympathy and feeling in drink...1 drink so
that I may suffer twice as much!”{Crime and Punishment 13). Amid his circumstances,
Marmelavod has become emotionally callous. His addiction to alcohol is an extension of
this need to be fully human in a society that fosters impersonal relations. Ironically,
Marmelavod’s search for internal emotion in alcohol is also the source of his inability to
provide for his family and is the underlying reason Sonia must prostitute herself.
Dostoevsky goes on in describing Marmelavod’s family circumstance and
discloses that both Katerina and Marmelavod take Sonia’s money and spend it on
themselves—^Katerina on fancy dinners and Marmelavod on alcohol. Their meager
existence and perverse use of their daughter’s prostitution money is abhorrent, but
Dostoevsky describes it nonchalantly. In offering no apologies or explanations fi-om
these characters, Dostoevsky illustrates that a family living in such poverty will resort to
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any means possible to secure money—an ideal that is a product ofindustrialized culture
and also one that takes precedence over all other ideals in modem society.
Dostoevsky strategically describes the family background of Raskolnikov
involving his sister and also the situation of Marmelavod and Sonia to exemplify the
encompassing detriment of being poor in urban areas. Dounia, Sonia, and Katerina make
major decisions such as marriage based on money. They lose self-respect because of
marital and sexual participation resulting from their poverty. The narrator in Crime and
Punishment exclaims,“In poverty you may still retain your innate nobility ofsoul, but in
beggary—never—^no one. For beggary a man is not chased out of human society with a
stick, he is swept out with a broom,so as to make it as humiliating as possible”{Crime
11). These women were chastised by society for their scandalous choices and
involvements, but were powerless to choose means that are more respectable. They tried
to retain dignity despite being poor, but found it nearly impossibL

-Raskolnikov’s gifts

of money exemplify the thin line they walked between beggary and poverty. The city of
St. Petersburg is partly to blame, as Marmelavod asserts to Raskolnikov on the subject of
Sonia’s prostitution,“Do you suppose that a respectable poor girl can earn much by
honest work? Not fifteen farthings a day can she earn, if she is respectable and has no
special talent” {Crime and Punishment 15). People live in accordance to what
surrounding society allows. The St. Petersburg ofthe nineteenth century fostered high
amounts oflow-income families and provided little “honest work” for them to support
themselves.
St. Petersburg is a representation for the state of society in 19^^ century Russia
with its crowded and dirty streets, its poor and corrupt populace, and its abundance of
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drunkards in Crime and Punishment. The city illustrates the disparity and injustice that
exists in modem society and areas of urbanization. Like Raskolnikov, people react in
consequence to the society they hve. Near the end ofthe novel, Svidrigailov upholds this
in a conversation with Raskolnikov:
I’m convinced there are lots ofpeople in Petersburg who talk to
themselves as they walk. This is a town of crazy people...There are few
places where there are so many gloomy,strong and queer
influences on the soul of man as in Petersburg. The mere influences
of climate mean so much. And it’s the administrative centre of all
Russia and its character must be reflected on the whole country {Crime
and Punishment 402).
Dostoevsky declares in this quotation that the city itselffostered people with imbalanced
psyches—their mental health was an extension ofthe surrounding area. Raskolnikov
demonstrates this through his frustration with external situation; the isolation he endures
produces a negative internal dialogue that propels him to criminal activity. “The streets
and squares, alleyways and canals not only serve as a background to the action, but enter
with their outlines into the thoughts and actions ofthe heroes. The city constantly
dominates the people and hangs over their fates”(Grossman 655).
In Notesfrom the Underground., the protagonist is an isolated man living in what
he describes as an underground hole. The narrator exudes extreme existential reasoning
that is marked by indecisiveness and contradiction. The Underground Man,the speaker in
the novel, acts in direct conflict with culture on purpose. He resides underground, amid
society but separated, and compiles personal ideologies that challenge the modem belief
in reason. Scientific and mathematical thought were the primary modes ofrationale
during the time Dostoevsky wrote Notesfrom the Underground. The Underground Man
speaks against accepted notions that man is a distinctly rational being and behaves
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illogically to illustrate this point. Fundamentally,the Undergroimd Man supposes that
people are capable of acting without reasonable motivation.
The novel opens with stream ofconscience narrative in Part I; it sets up how the
Underground Man will interact with others in Part II and shows the basis of his
perspective about humanity. The Underground Man’s beliefs, his undergroimd
separation from accepted culture, and his inability to persist amid St. Petersburg society
are the foundations for the novel’s comments on the state of modem man.
The city of St. Petersburg is the backdrop ofNotesfrom the Underground. The
Underground Man describes the city negatively, casting St. Petersburg into a realm of
bureaucratic artificiality. Tsar Peter the Great began constmction ofthe city around 1703
and intentionally built it to resemble the modem cities ofEurope. Dostoevsky adamantly
spoke against this commonly held desire for Russia to assimilate into European culture.
The Underground Man reflects this view in Notesfrom the Underground through his
criticism of both the populace of St. Petersburg and the way its society positioned itself
upon primarily rational premises.
Dostoevsky writes an author’s note below the opening paragraph stating that the
book strives to represent a section of society that is not usually discussed; a section that is
socially deviant because ofits independent philosophies. A human being such as the
Underground Man must exist in modem day society because of the structural basis of
Russian culture. Dostoevsky asserts:
It is clear that such persons as the writer ofthese notes not only may, but
positively must, exist in our society, when we consider the circumstances
in the midst of which our society is formed. I have tried to expose to the
view of the public more distinctly than is commonly done, one
ofthe characters ofthe recent past. He is one of the representatives
of a generation still living. In this fragment, entitled “Underground,” this
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person introduces himself and his views, and as it were, tries to explain
the causes owing to which he has made his appearance and was bound to
make his appearance in our midst {Notesfrom the Underground 1).

The Underground Man, an individual dismayed with modem thought, exists within
society because he has to—societies are not created with a philosophically homogeneous
population. The 1860s argued that man behaved according to common sense and what
was personally beneficial. The Underground Man is Dostoevsky’s representation ofan
individual living amid a cultme that is striving for uniformity. From the beginning, the
Underground Man attests that living in St. Petersburg is too costly and dreary a place for
him to be; however, he refuses to leave on principle. His spite detains him permanently
in his environment of isolation. “I am told that the Petersburg climate is bad for me and
that with my small means it is very expensive to live in Petersburg. I know all that better
than these saged and experienced counselors and monitors...but I am remaining in
Petersburg; I am not going away” {Notesfrom the Underground 3). Logically, the
Underground Man knows living in St. Petersburg is not advantageous to his health due to
the constant cold, damp weather. His decision to remain demonstrates that he willfully
chooses to do what he wants regardless ofreason.
The 1860s were built upon Enlightenment ideals. These Enlightenment principles
preached that “if[man’s] eyes were opened to his real normal interests, man would at
once cease to do nasty things, would at once become good and noble because, being
enlightened and understanding his real advantage, he would see his advantage in the good
and nothing else” {Notesfrom the Underground 14). This passage asserts that the more
enlightened a man became due to the presence of civilized society, rationality would
increasingly prohibit individuals from acting immorally or against one’s own interest.
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The Underground Man disagrees. His ideas on advantage reveal that a man will
sometimes make choices that are not personally favorable on purpose. He argues that an
individual “desire[s] in some cases what is harmful to himselfand not advantageous’
{Notesfrom the Underground 14). Man will do this simply to prove he can—^to prove he
has free will and freedom of choice. Freedom ofchoice enables “us to live once more at
our ovm sweet and foolish will”{Notesfrom the Underground 17).
Dostoevsky concentrates the Underground Man’s thoughts about Enlightenment
ideals ofreason to demonstrate a contrasting point of view. The writer ofthe notes
ardently refuses to accept the principles ofhis society and retreats into an underground
hole in order to escape their influences. St. Petersburg and its inhabitants are depicted by
the Underground Man as being isolated from their consciousness. This inability to be
conscious of personal feeling and opinion are in direct response to the artificial nature of
St. Petersburg. He contends that he is intensely conscious, but also considers it an illness.
The narrator describes consciousness and the effect ofliving in the 1860s in Russia in
this way:
For man’s everyday needs, it would have been quite enough to have the
ordinary human consciousness, that is half or a quarter ofthe amount
which falls to the lot ofa cultivated man ofour unhappy nineteenth
century, especially one who has the fatal ill-luck to inhabit Petersburg, the
most theoretical and intentional town on the whole terrestrial
globe {Notesfrom the Underground 4).

The city is essential in understanding why the Underground Man feels separate and out of
touch with the fellow community. The teachings ofsociety were that people should be
lucid beings incapable of behavioral deviance caused by disadvantageous decision. This
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was an impossible truth according to the Underground Man—an institution ofthought he
refused to adhere to.
The 1840s, which is the period ofPart II in Notesfrom the Underground, was a
decade of sentimental and idealistic thought. Much of what Russians valued about
European societies during this time developed from their interests in Romantic literature
and philosophies. In Russia, people were considered well educated ifthey were familiar
with the philosophies and literary conventions ofEngland, France, and Germany. This
interest and desire to replicate foreign culture bothered Dostoevsky because it was a sign
that the Russian people were losing what made them unique—^their heritage. In “The
Russian nobility and the Russian countryside,” Michael Hughes speaks to this influx of
Western culture and its impact by saying, “the impact of western ideas on Russian
cultural life helped to foster the development of a modem consciousness at odds with the
country’s archaic social and political institutions”(116). The Russian people’s interest in
foreign ideologies stemmed from a desire to be validated as enlightened individuals who
were connected and involved in the global modernization taking place; however,this
industrialized perspective would alleviate the rural consciousness that precedently
dominated Russia. By imitating Western culture, Dostoevsky feared Russians would
forget where they came from and their traditional values ofreligion, family, brotherly
love, and individual responsibility.
Twenty years later, Russian culture had progressed from its Romantic worldview
and the utilitarian and scientific principles emerged, which dominated the 1860s. The
Crystal Palace in Notesfrom the Underground illustrates the people’s aspiration to
emanate modernity. The Underground Man devises this palace hypothetically to
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demonstrate where society’s rational thought would lead. There was an actual Crystal
Palace built in 1851 in London. For its time, the building represented the most advanced
use oftechnology to date. To idealists, such a monument as the Crystal Palace was the
material representation of what reason and natural law could produce. The Underground
Man speaks ofthe Crystal Palace ironically—exclaiming that the creation ofsuch an
establishment meant,“Every possible question will vanish in the twinkling of an eye.
simply because every possible answer to it will be provided”{Notesfrom the
Underground 17). The palace symbolizes the culmination ofrational thought once it has
been perfected. Such complete conviction in the triumph ofreason disgusts the
Underground Man because he feels it will result in man’s ultimate boredom with
existence. To him, freedom of choice is what makes an individual unique; to take away
free will is to take away what makes a person distinctly human.
The man everywhere and at all times, whoever he may be, has preferred
to act as he chose and not in the least as his reason advantage
dictated. And one may choose what is contrary to one’s own
Interests, and sometimes he positively ought(that is my idea).
One’s own free unfettered choice, one’s own caprice, however wild it
may be, one’s own fancy worked up at times to frenzy—^is that very ‘most
advantageous’ which we have overlooked, which come under no
classification and against which all systems and theories are continually
being shattered to atoms {Notesfrom the Underground 17).

The quotation illustrates the Underground Man’s undeniable loyalty to the validity of
individual will and action. Without the ability to choose, Dostoevsky’s protagonist
deems man will lose himself to the hegemonic order of his particular age. This does not
produce citizens of thought or substance, as the Underground Man attests, but rather
manufactures human beings that are dictated by predetermined laws of nature.
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Dostoevsky’s decision to set Notesfrom the Underground in St. Petersburg is
strategic; the Underground Man’s obsession with his consciousness and the lack ofit
existing in his peers directly correlates to St. Petersburg. As a front-runner ofchange in
Russia, St. Petersburg led the way in procuring new ideals and thought patterns amid its
populace. To understand the Underground Man’s discontentment with his environment.
which he expresses through his nihilistic and existential theories for living, it is essential
to look to the city itself St. Petersburg produced both enthusiasm in Enlightenment
ideals and strong opposition to them—although the opposition existed in the minority, it
subsisted nonetheless. Dostoevsky creates the Underground Man’s irrational character to
provide a depiction ofsomeone that went against societal belief. St. Petersburg was the
most modem, artificial municipality in Russia. As a region, it possessed every
materialistic and scientific mode ofreason that Dostoevsky strove to cotmter. In placing
the Underground Man in such an industrialized society as St. Petersburg, the
protagonist’s opposing arguments for correct living can be seen most clearly.
Lastly, St. Petersburg has one additional role in Notesfrom the Underground—^to
serve as the catalyst through which Dostoevsky connects the two decades that the
Underground Man contrasts. Besides St. Petersburg providing the scene of a progressive
society, Dostoevsky uses St. Petersburg to link the 1840s and 1860s. Part I is set in the
1860s, and Part II is a flashback to the 1840s. Dostoevsky transitions between the two
sections using the snow ofthe city as a common tie. The Underground Man watches the
snow falling at the end ofPart I and is instantly reminded of his venture into the world
twenty years earlier. In seeing the dirty snow, he says,“Snow is falling today, yellow and
dingy. It fell yesterday, too, and a few days ago. I fancy it is the wet snow that has
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reminded me of that incident which I cannot shake off now. And so let it be a story a
propos of the falling snow”{Notesfrom the Underground 28). Dostoevsky describes the
snow as yellow and dingy—adjectives that elicit dismal connotations. As it coats the soil
of St. Petersburg, the snow also envelops the minds ofits inhabitants. The continuity of
the Russian climate both invokes memories ofthe Underground Man’s previous attempt
to reenter the community and establishes the mood in which Part II will stem.
In Dostoevsky’s short story White Nights, a lonely and primarily alienated man
encounters a woman of similar temper while walking one night in St. Petersburg. “Like
the second part of Notesfrom the Underground, White Nights is told from the point of
view of an older man looking back on the experiences of his youth”—specifically, an
incident entailing a chance meeting twenty years prior (Rosenshield 199). It is through
this single encounter with another human being, and their subsequent three meetings, that
the protagonist frees himselfof his isolated St. Petersburg life. The protagonist exclaims
in the opening paragraph,“I am afraid, I have not been lucky in acquiring a single
acquaintance in Petersburg during the eight years I have been living here” {White Nights
147). This quotation reveals that although he lives amid a bustling city, the narrator has
been without any fiiends or nearby relatives for quite some time. The chance meeting
with the young woman, Nastenska, is significant because it enables the unnamed narrator
to fulfill his need for human interaction. Through their brief meetings and abrupt
departure, the protagonist is psychologically propelled into questions ofthe soul
pertaining to morality and identity. It is out ofthese questions and his experiences with
Nastenka that the protagonist of White Nights changes his perspective about lifeperspectives that previously formed in response to an alienated environment.
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The title White Nights refers to the brightness ofevenings in St. Petersburg during
two spring months, due to the city’s northern location in Russia. Between May and June,
the nights are so short that the sky never reaches complete darkness. Even today these
white nights, as they are still called, are a popular tourist attraction. In White Nights, these
short-lived, illuminated evenings parallel the protagonist’s relationship with Nastenka.
The sky drew the narrator into a dreamlike psychological state that persisted only as long
as his relationship with his new friend. Like the white nights of St. Petersburg, the
protagonist’s liaison occurs in briefincrements and is a product of a spring season;
however, for the narrator this season is not describing a time of year but rather a
characterization of an emotional state of being. As Gary Rosenshield relays in his article.
“Point of View and the Imagination in Dostoevsky’s White Nights:
The white nights are an obvious metaphor for the Dreamer’s romance with
Nastenka: they are fantastic, lovely, invigorating, but ephemeral. The
weather also closely parallels the events: it is beautiful on the first night,
at the start ofthe Dreamer’s renewed hopes, but it gets progressively
worse until the particularly fine fourth night. On this night—^the high
point of the hero’s fortunes—[Nastenka] suggests that the Dreamer take
the place ofher fiance. But like the white nights, the weather ofthe fourth
night proves deceptive, it ends with the fiance’s return and the
consequent destmction ofthe Dreamer’s hopes. The morning after, which
takes the hero back from the fantastic to the hard, sobering reality ofthe
everyday world, is appropriately dark, depressing, and rainy(194).
The setting of St. Petersburg moves the narrator, or “Dreamer,” along his journey. It is
out of his isolation—a product ofthe urbanized city—^that he can develop such a
connection with someone who is seemingly not relevant to his life. Through residing in
St. Petersburg, the narrator has created a psychological existence based on dreaming and
not on fact. It is from this specific mindset that the plot of Dostoevsky’s White Nights is
founded and through which it progresses.
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Dostoevsky wrote White Nights in 1848 early in his literary career but like the
later works of Crime and Punishment and Notesfrom the Underground,Dostoevsky’s
use of geographical placement is purposeful. Not only does St. Petersburg tender the rare
weather phenomenon of white nights, which Dostoevsky uses to parallel the narrator’s
relationship to Nastenka, it also influences the narrator’s psyche directly. St. Petersburg
gives the protagonist his source of emotion,reinforces his views about women,and,from
its unique metropolitan characteristics, it delineates the narrator’s position amid society.
St. Petersburg gives the narrator of White Nights the foundation from where his
emotions are derived through its overwhelming population of alien residents. The
protagonist, or the Dreamer, as he refers to himself, wanders the city each day paying
careful attention to his fellow citizens. Although he does not know any ofthem
individually, the Dreamer feels he is thoroughly acquainted with St. Petersburg despite
his estrangement from its populace. He contends,“But what do I want acquaintances
for? I know the whole of Petersburg without them”{White Nights 147). Counter to this
claim, however, the narrator goes on to admit that with the departure ofthe city’s
population, he would feel completely alone. These admissions divulge the significance
of his finendship with Nastenka. The people of St. Petersburg rarely interact with one
another and although the narrator says this is how he would prefer it, his deep attachment
and prolonged memory of his experience with Nastenka suggests otherwise.
The narrator needs people, both relationally and physically—^their existence
enables him to live in the dream world he upholds and gives him the disposition he
possesses at any given time. “It is true I am a complete stranger to these people, but they
are not strangers to me. I know them rather intimately, in fact; I have made a very
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thorough study oftheir faces; I am happy when they are happy, and I am sad when they
are overcast with care” {White Nights 148). He strolls daily among those with which he
has no verbal communication, yet he looks to those same people for the source ofhis
temperament. The city and its public dictate how he perceives life; he cannot subsist
without their guidance because his emotional stability is subject to their dictation.
Dostoevsky further employs St. Petersburg to reinforce the ideas he has about
women through the parallel he draws between the city, with its seasonal transitions, and
that of a young girl. The narrator describes the city in this way:
There is something indescribably moving in the way nature in
Petersburg, suddenly with the coming ofspring, reveals herselfin all her
might and glory, in all the splendour with which heaven has endowed
her...She reminds me somehow rather forcibly ofthat girl, ailing and
faded, upon whom you sometimes look with pity or with a certain
compassionate affection, or kling of an eye and only for one fleeting
moment becomes by some magic freak of chance indescribably fair and
beautiful {White Nights 151).
His comparison ofthe city to a young girl discloses his perception of women,in a
particular sense, in that he sees them both as unpredictable entities. At one moment, he
feels detached amid the city, but in an unexpected and subitaneous way the city will
“reveal herself’ as something quite incapable ofbeing ignored. Again,the parallel is
drawn between the springtime in St. Petersburg and the sudden recognition ofa woman’s
presence. Dostoevsky uses this internal dialogue concerning the city as a foreshadowing
of Nastenka’s arrival and the dreamer’s reaction to it. He parallels St. Petersburg to a
woman and then invokes Nastenka as the identity of this “young girl.” The narrator
views Nastenka in the same way he does the city—at first with pity and then with much
enchantment. The vivid account he gives ofthe city’s blossoming during spring and the
way in which he describes his first encounter with Nastenka undeniably coincide. They
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each take him by subdued surprise, and upon second glance, they take on new importance
owing to their distinct uniqueness ofcharacter. Both the beauty and availabihty of
connection the narrator finds in the city and in Nastenka are fleeting moments with
sustainable appreciation.
Finally, St. Petersburg’s inimitable capacity to separate its populace fi:om one
another in terms of human interaction and relation, notably affects the narrator of White
Nights. The story is subtitled “A Tale of Love from the Reminiscences of a Dreamer.
Gary Rosenshield relays the protagonist as a “twenty-six-year-old clerk who spends his
free time in a dream world of his own fabrication”(191). St. Petersburg enables the
narrator to perceive reality in a way that is merely a product of his own fiiiition. His
states to Nastenka that there are:
Some very strange places in Petersburg. It is not the same sun which
shines upon all the other people ofthe city that looks in there, but quite a
different sun, a new sun, one specially ordered for those places, and the
light it sheds on everything is also a peculiar sort of light. In those
places...people also seem to live quite a different life {White Nights
161).
This expostulation confirms that even the Dreamer recognizes that St. Petersburg
generates people who are not held to the usual standards ofliving. He does not attribute
St. Petersburg’s difference from other municipalities to socially constructed norms but
rather to natural elements, such as the sun. The abnormal way the Dreamer approaches
life and other hmnan beings, like his beliefthat he knows everyone intimately without
ever having conversed with them, maintains the theory that St. Petersburg is iimately
different. It is this distinctive quality of St. Petersburg, which enables the narrator to live
within a self-created reality.
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In the midst of this dream world,the narrator faces despondency due to the
absence of close relations; however,the city supports this separation and manufactures
understanding among its populace. The Dreamer speaks of a man he sees regularly and
after not having seen him for two days, he is overjoyed at their next crossing. In his
memory, he recounts,“on the third day, when we met, we were just about to raise ova
hats in salute, but fortunately we recollected ourselves in time and dropping our hands.
passed one another in complete understanding and amity”(White Nights 148). Although
both men were compelled to say hello after their time spent apart, they fought the urge to
acknowledge their mutual regard. To uphold his dream world, it is necessary that the
narrator be discoimected fi-om the outside influence ofother people’s realities. St.
Petersburg fosters a perfectly conducive atmosphere for a character like the Dreamer to
persist among because it inhibits peer relations, and owing to its white nights, possesses a
dreamlike quality all its own.
From the 1840s, Dostoevsky had an instilled fascination with St. Petersburg. He
wrote about the city in an early Time article, “Petersburg Visions,” saying:
I confess to you that Petersburg, I do not know why, has always seemed to
me some kind of mystery. Even from childhood, almost lost, thrown into
Petersburg, I was somehow afraid ofit. I recall an event, in which there
was almost nothing special, but which struck me with terror. I will tell
you about it in all its details; and yet, it is hardly even an event—simply
an impression(Frank 65).
Dostoevsky was mystified by St. Petersburg. His interest in the impressions it left on his
inner thoughts stemmed from Peter the Great’s reinvention of the city by infiltrating it
with palaces and monuments of wealth. Dostoevsky viewed the city in contrast to its
populace and noticed its distinct municipal qualities. The mixing of the poor and wealthy,
the wide range of unique St. Petersburg tenancies, and the power existing among its elite
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created “a hot rush of blood that boiled up suddenly fix>m a surge ofpower hitherto
unknown sensation...1 suppose that my existence began from just that minute,”
Dostoevsky recounts(Scanlan 66). This recognition from Dostoevsky asserts that St.
Petersburg was particularly important to his literary growth.
Unlike Gogol and other fellow Russian writers who found humor in the
inhabitants of the city, Dostoevsky saw the residents ofSt. Petersburg in correlation to
their social and economic diversity. His literary works are inspired by the inequality and
suffering that he witnessed among the population. This is why understanding how
Dostoevsky used the city to illuminate themes and characters is important. The city
caused a change within Dostoevsky that helped develop his literary style; similarly, the
city manipulates the sort of existence the characters lead within his literary works. The
protagonists of these stories cannot be separated from the backdrop in which they
persist—it defines who they are and what they will become through their response to
environment. Dostoevsky’s “vision...conveys a sense of all the grandeur, the terror, and
the social inequalities symbolically focused in the city ofPeter the Great, which towers
over its punier inhabitants...and grinds down their spirit by the weight ofthe power it
embodies”(Scanlan 69). The characters in Dostoevsky literary works are reflections of
what modernized cities can produce—^both tangibly and psychologically.
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CHAPTER TWO—CITY VS. COUNTRYSIDE

Fyodor Dostoevsky integrates the city into his literary works through drawing
parallels between his characters and their immediate surroundings. His descriptions ofthe
urban areas are concentrated and impart information about the internal world ofthe
protagonists. In his article about gothic city structure, Robert Berry speaks to Dostoevsky
explications of the city and contends that the:
descriptions ofthe natural world are noticeably absent in [Dostoevsky’s]
writing. When they do occur...they exist solely to mirror deeper
psychological states within Dostoevsky’s protagonists, hi essence,
Dostoevsky is a writer ofthe city; his landscapes are predominantly urban
and human. Like Dickens' London,Dostoevsky's St. Petersburg can
assume a fantastic, sometimes diabolical identity (6).
Fyodor Dostoevsky undoubtedly is a writer ofthe city as Berry suggests; however,
Dostoevsky also writes about rural areas in contrast to the municipalities his characters
inhabit. The transition of setting from an urban area to a rural locale or countryside
enables Dostoevsky to draw conclusions about the dissimilarities between industrialized
and agricultural modes of living. In The Idiot, White Nights, and The Brothers
Karamazov, Dostoevsky uses the departure from one setting to another to signal
behavioral and societal changes.
Dostoevsky employs St. Petersburg’s society in The Idiot to contrast the nature of
modem Russian society with that of an essentially good man. Dostoevsky deeply
stmggled with faith throughout his life; he questioned the nature of Christ and was
interested in the impact that individual belief and doubt has on a culture. The problems of
ethical behavior that Dostoevsky saw in modem society increased his distrust in altruistic
theories of man. These ideas and the experiences he had in prison were fundamental in
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developing The Idiot. He wrote the novel out offinancial and professional desperation
while abroad in Western Europe in 1869. The Idiot tackles Dostoevsky’s internal debate
about good and evil, and produces a character that is fundamentally good amidst
contemporary Russian society. Dostoevsky invokes the city of St. Petersburg to illustrate
this debate of good and evil in the novel through the eventual ruin ofthe novel’s
protagonist. Prince Myshkin, who could not withstand the reprobate ideologies existing
within the city’s populace. The protagonist’s digression into a state ofinternal confusion
positively correlates to the length oftime he is active in St. Petersburg society.
Dostoevsky correlates these purposefully and utilizes the differences prevailing between
rural and industrialized societies to illustrate The Idiot's primary theme ofsocietal
corruption inhibiting the goodness of human beings.
Prince Myshkin is an outsider in the Russian social order and does not adhere to
societal norms of relational behavior. He persists among three divergent environments—
two are pastoral and more closely linked, and one is urbanized. The shift between settings
in the novel signifies the impact of societal influence upon the human psyche.
Dostoevsky demonstrates this through the apparent changes in both Prince Myshkin’s
psychological health and Ippolit’s physical health when removed fi-om the city and placed
among rural locales.
Dostoevsky sets up Prince Myshkin’s psychological state first by providing
information about his time in Switzerland. At the beginning of The Idiot, Prince Myshkin
is en route to St. Petersburg by train. The imagery Dostoevsky uses to describe the
surrounding landscape connotes the impending gloom of St. Petersburg. The opening
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lines of the novel speak to the crowdedness ofthe train, the indistinguishable sights ofthe
land, and the nearly perpetual darkness:
The Warsaw train was approaching Petersburg at full speed. It was so
damp and foggy that it was a long time before it grew light, and even then
it was difficult to distinguish out ofthe carriage windows anything a few
yards to the right and left ofthe railway track...it was the third-class
compartments that were crowded most of all {The Idiot 27).
In describing the initial perceptions ofthe narrator in a way that is wrought with
uncleamess and marked by obscurity, Dostoevsky casts the approaching urban metropolis
negatively. Berry relates that the commencement scene reveals Dostoevsky’s goal to
portray the city of St. Petersburg as an entity to be feared: “In choosing to open The Idiot
in this particular way,it seems that Dostoevsky's aim is to establish St. Petersburg as a
place of fear and dread. And later in the novel the city does assume a profoundly
nightmarish quality”(6). The “nightmarish quality” Berry speaks ofis pivotal in
explaining the Prince’s response to St. Petersburg and its industrialized, capitalist society.
From the beginning, it is clear the Prince is entering an unhealthy environment; however,
the horrors of St. Petersburg manifest themselves most significantly through the city’s
populace and their ideologies rather than through its architectural design or weather
patterns.
Dostoevsky first employs Prince Myshkin’s memories of Switzerland through the
prince’s discourse with both his cabin mates on the train and then with the Yepanchin
women to illustrate the protagonist’s dogmas concerning behavior. His beliefs are
products of a foreign environment that are unadulterated by modem thought. By
contrasting first the movement from Switzerland to Russia, Dostoevsky strives to impart
why the prince is different fi-om the Russian populace. Through the course ofthe novel.
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Prince Myshkin will depart again from St. Petersburg to the countryside ofPavlovsk and
eventually go once more to Switzerland. These movements shed light into the Prince’s
psychological state and divulge the differences existing in human behef due to spatial
placement.
Prince Myshkin left Russia four years prior to the opening ofthe novel for health
related reasons. The prince answered questions on the train pertaining to his place of
origin, openly stating, “he had been sent abroad for reasons of health, because ofsome
strange nervous disease, something in the nature of epilepsy or St.Vitus’s dance, some
kind of convulsive spasms and twitchings”{The Idiot 28). This frankness is characteristic
of the Prince Myshkin’s approach to the public and is a factor that distinguishes him from
others in society. While in Switzerland, Prince Myshkin resided in a sanitarium hoping to
regain control over his physical functioning and epileptic fits. “All I did was to improve
my health there. I do not know whether or not I learnt to look at things. I was very happy
there most of the time though”{The Idiot 81). Prince Myshkin enjoyed contentment and
general happiness in Switzerland, and his time away from industrialized society was
beneficial in these respects. The foreign environment fostered the naive spirit ofthe
Prince and offered healing and refreshment for his mind; the transition into modem
society dismpts the happiness the Prince enjoyed abroad. As Joseph Frank contends:
The world into which the Prince is plunged upon his unexpected arrival in
St. Petersburg is one that lives by standards directly opposite to those he
embodies. It is a world locked in the grip of conflicting egoisms, a world
in which the desire for wealth and social advantage, for sensual
satisfaction, for power over others in one form or another, dominates and
sweeps away all other humane and less self-centered feelings
(“The Idiot” 322).
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Upon arriving in St. Petersburg,Prince Myshkin directly goes to the Yepanchin
residence—a family of distant relation to him. The Yepanchins easily accept Prince
Myshkin due to his evident sincerity and benevolence. His first discussion with Madam
Yepanchin and her daughters illustrates his fortitude in avoiding societal conventions of
small talk. He unabashedly begins speaking to them about his life abroad and personal
history, relaying the story of Marie in the process. Marie—a woman suffering from
consumption—was scorned by the people the Prince lived among in Switzerland. A
French traveler seduced the ill woman and took her away from the town,only to abandon
her one week later. Marie returned, in great physical distress, with the whole village
disgusted by her:
The old men blamed and scolded her, the yoxmg people laughed, the
women scolded her, blamed her, looked upon here with contempt as
though she had been some loathsome spider. Her mother allowed it all,
sitting there nodding her head and approving {The Idiot 91).
Prince Myshkin saved the outcast woman through rallying the children ofthe community
behind her. He refused to conceal neither the truth of Marie’s story nor the way in which
he loved her out of pity from the children. By the time Marie died, she had gone from
being perpetually alone and shabbily dressed to being sufficiently provided for in
clothing, food, and company. Marie’s story divulges the nature ofPrince Myshkin—his
impartiality and compassion toward human beings and his faith in the society of children;
he obtained all ofthese characteristics outside of urbanized Russia. The Yepanchin girls
mocked the protagonist of The Idiot upon hearing his personal stories because such
shameless openness was peculiar and unwarranted to them. This response is typical
among those the protagonist meets; Dostoevsky makes Prince Myshkin a foreigner in the
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eyes of the Russians, enabling the definitive contrasts between rural and urban life to be
made.
Furthermore, Prince Myshkin’s discussion with the Yepanchins delineates the
prince’s outlook on his endeavor back into Russian society. Prince Myshkin grew
comfortable with his life in Switzerland and rarely thought ofRussia or ever returning. In
his closing remarks on Switzerland and his homecoming to Russia,Prince Myshkin
imparts to the Yepanchin women:
Perhaps my life will be completely changed, but that does not matter: it is
of no importance. What does matter is that my life is already changed. I
left a great deal there—^too much. It is all gone. As I sat in the train, I
thought:‘Now I’m going among people; I may not know anything, but a
new life has begun for me.’ I made up my mind to do my duty honestly
and resolutely. I may find it painful and dull to be among people. To
begin with, I decided to be frank and courteous with everybody; no one
can expect more than that from me {The Idiot 97).
Switzerland transformed Prince Myshkin from a diseased man into an individual that
sought to approach the world with impartiality in a frank and honest manner. The
Prince’s desire to help people in emotional need manifests in Marie’s story. As the
Prince Myshkin’s stay in St. Petersburg progresses, this continued desire to serve others
leads to his psychological digression into sickness because of his powerlessness to help
successfully those in modem society. Unlike the people of Switzerland, the populace of
St. Petersburg would resist the assistance the Prince ardently wanted to give.
While Prince Myshkin is amid Russian society, Dostoevsky invokes the city of St.
Petersburg to illustrate the secular ways of contemporary society in contrast to the
traditional values of less modernized communities. The city is a catalyst to the Prince’s
musings about human beings. The people Prince Myshkin encounters in St. Petersburg
are wrought with problems, yet many ofthem look to him for canonical modes of living
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and they “instinctively regard the Prince as the standard for [their] own
conscience”(Frank,“The Idiot” 332). These characters ask for advice, but resentfully
refuse compliance. For example, Ganya falls to ruin despite the Prince’s warnings against
seeking a marital union with Nastasya for money. Similarly, Nastasya stays with
Rogozhin though she knows it will lead to her death; outraged by the injustice wreaked
upon her by society, Nastasya seeks out a method of dying in Rogozhin in order to depart
from the existence she knows in St. Petersburg. Prince Myshkin can do nothing to help
these people, but he warns both and even attempts to marry Nastasya to save her from
Rogozhin. It is experiences like these in St. Petersburg that lead to the prince’s needed
departure to Pavlovsk, a small village in the coimtryside. The Prince is:
helplessly trapped between the conflicting claims of his human nature and
his divine task, deprived of all comprehension and almost all sympathy,
and overwhelmed by events over which he has no control...At the end his
personality simply dissolves, abandoning all claims for itself and
becoming a function of the needs of others(Frank,“The Idiot” 339).

Prince Myshkin is theoretically taken to Pavlovsk because of an epileptic fit;
however, the fit was brought on by intense anxiety. After a short time, he immediately
begins to feel better. “The prince, worn out, depressed, and physically shattered, was very
pleased with the cottage. On the day of his arrival in Pavlovsk, that is three days after his
fit—the prince appeared to be almost well again”{The Idiot 254). The country is
portrayed as an entity possessing healing qualities for those who enter its space. Prince
Myshkin is taken to the country by Lebedev, his host in Russia, but earlier the prince
similarly proposes that Nastasya go to the country to both escape Rogozhin and to renew
her spirits. He says,“I wanted to persuade her to go abroad for her health; she’s very ill
now, mentally and physically, mentally especially, and in my opinion she requires careful
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nursing” {The Idiot 225). It is common knowledge among the populace of St. Petersburg
that one must leave the city to regain mental clarity. Pavlovsk is a spatial constituency
that repairs the detrimental consequences ofurban St. Petersburg and its values as both
Prince Myshkin and Nastasya’s situations exhibit; it is a place where individuals regain
health and reverse the psychological and physical costs ofresiding in municipal locales.
Similarly, the character Ippolit travels to Pavlovsk due to consumption, but his
experience is different from that ofPrince Myshkin. They go to Pavlovsk for different
reasons; Ippolit ventures to Pavlovsk for physical illness rather than psychological
sickness, but their disparity in situation is not completely incompatible. Ippoht proves
through his “Necessary Explanation” that he is psychologically disturbed by the Russian
people as well. In the article, Ippolit contests:
I could not endure those bustling people, poking their noses into
everything, eternally worried, gloomy, and anxious, darting to and fro
about me on the pavement. Why their everlastingly mournful looks, their
everlasting worry and bustle, their everlasting sullen spite (for they are
spiteful, spiteful, spiteful)? Whose fault is it that they are unhappy and do
not know how to live, though they have sixty years oflife ahead ofthem?
{The Idiot 404)

Consumption would kill Ippolit at a young age. He goes to the country not to become
healthy but instead to die. Ippolit’s decision to impart his exposition “My Necessary
Explanation” in Pavlovsk is strategic because it is away from society; it is in this absence
of societal, fixed ideologies that his peers from St. Petersburg can more readily hear his
message. The consumptive man’s main frustration with the public is that the majority of
the populace he knows is healthy and young, yet they persist with depressed, embittered
dispositions that inhibit them from reaching their potential as human beings. Ippolit goes
on to argue in his article that poverty reduces metropolitan inhabitants into accepting a
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daily increasing disorder...of bitter and, as it were, vindictive satisfaction” {The Idiot
409). He rationalizes that urban modes of living strip people ofcontentment,force bitter
compliance among its population, and educe the consequential wasting ofindividual life.
At its core, Ippolit’s exegesis is a sedition “against a world in which death, and hence
immitigable human suffering, is an inescapable reality”(Frank,“The Idiot” 331).
Pavlovsk elicits these opinions from Ippolit primarily because it is separate from
modernized community—the rural environment ofPavlovsk frees him of societal
inhibitions.
In Switzerland, there was no need to leave and go to the coimtry. Prince Myshkin
stated, “I spent almost all my time abroad in the same Swiss village. I very rarely went
for short trips in the country...Soon I began to get better; then every day became precious
to me”{The Idiot 81). The country fostered a satisfied internal world that was liberated
from confusion and upheld the prince’s ideals ofcompassion and unbiased regard. Unlike
the country, the nature of St. Petersburg’s culture disables its public from benefiting from
Prince Myshkin. Capitalist ideologies are too engrained in such industrialized
municipalities. Dostoevsky contrasts the city of St. Petersbxirg and the countryside of
Pavlovsk to illustrate that Christian love (which the Prince theoretically envelops) cannot
persist amid the modernized world—it corrupts and manipulates its goodness and deems
it illogical. As Mrs. Yepanchin relays,“We’ve had enough of being carried away by our
enthusiasms. It is high time we grew sensible. And all this, all this life abroad, and all this
Europe of yours is just a delusion, and all of us abroad are a delusion” {The Idiot 618-9).
To Russians, anything outside the boundaries of sustained, societal thought is merely an
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illusionary idea and nothing more—including Prince Myshkin’s statutes for altruistic

living.
In Dostoevsky’s short story White Nights,the country is similarly maintained as
an entity to be sought. The protagonist confirms this in the opening chapter by divulging
his feeling of abandonment upon the exodus ofthe city’s population during summer. The
protagonist goes on to describe these feelings of desertion by recounting personal offense
at their departure from St. Petersburg:
The whole world had forsaken me when the whole town suddenly arose
and left for the country. I was terrified to be left alone, and for three days I
wandered about the town plunged into gloom and absolutely at a
loss to understand what was the matter with me {White Nights 147).

This ritual migration suggests the city’s residents need to vacate St. Petersburg yearly. It
is a testament to the presence of negative forces evident in the town’s culture and its
impact on individual psyche and action. The protagonist of White Nights creates a dream
world for himselfthat enables reality to be marginalized and his own delusions to be a
legitimate reality. It is only through these lenses that the narrator successfully persists in
St. Petersburg. He cannot leave the city annually, but recalls a day away from municipal
commonality by saying,“You see, I was so happy today. I was walking along and
singing. I had spent the day in the country. I don’t remember ever having experienced
such happy moments before” {White Nights 156). As in The Idiot, rural spaces invoke
cheerful memories for the protagonist; the country contrasts the city as an area of
contentment to that of a self-interested and alienating locale. Furthermore, the central
characters from both White Nights and The Idiot wind up alone by the end ofthe
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narrative, and each protagonist admits through the course ofthe literary work that he is
happiest among pastoral regions rather than areas ofurbanization.
As with both The Idiot and White Nights, Dostoevsky invokes transitional
movement between settings to elucidate a character’s psychological perspective in The
Brothers Karamazov. In the previous two novels, the shift between city and country was
in consequence to a character’s health or was an act perpetrated by an entire class of
people as an escape from a municipality; moreover, the displacement from urban
environments to pastoral settings is fimdamentally positive for the characters in both
literary works. The Brothers Karamazov divaricates from The Idiot and White Nights by
its primarily consistent setting. Dostoevsky sets the action of The Brothers Karamazov in
one village with minimal movement between differing locales, and instead, utilizes
contrasts between the key character’s situational backgrounds to illustrate the impact of
spatial setting on individual thought process and belief. The three Karamazov brothers
grow up in conspicuously divergent environments and undergo upbringings that instill
dissimilar life values. Although the brothers do not venture to foreign environments in the
course of the novel’s plot, the disparity in each son’s childhood experiences and
surroundings significantly influences both their personalities and individual dogmas.
Their disparate natures can be traced to each son’s departure from the village where The
Brothers Karamazov is staged, and is further exemplified upon their reunion in the rural
village at the onset of the novel’s commencing action.
Being the culmination of Dostoevsky’s literary career. The Brothers Karamazov
vies to illuminate the mysteries of the human mind and its response to a world
characterized by free choice, self-interest, and moral cormption. Dostoevsky imposes
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themes centered on the conflict between religious faith and spiritual doubt and the way
this variance affects human behavior. Fundamentally,the novel examines a family
wrought with discord and marked by a patriarch, Fyodor Pavlovitch Karamazov, whose
overt concern for carnal satisfaction and heightened level ofconceit enabled the
abnegation of his offspring and the near denial of their existence. Matthew M. Wylie
describes Fyodor’s character as “a type of person that embodies[a] sensual, cynical, and
selfish nature” (4). It was not that Fyodor Karamazov was unable to deal with matters of
responsibility, but rather it was things ofinconvenience that he chose to ignore; “Though
Fyodor Pavlovitch was a drunkard and vicious debauchee he never neglected investing
his capital, and managed his business affairs very successfully, though no doubt, not over
scrupulously” {The Brothers Karamazov 9). The abhorrent nature ofFyodor Karamazov
facilitates the discontinuity existing within the Karamazov family and the consequential
parricide

the central plot element ofthe novel. The sons ofFyodor, Ivan, Dmitri, and

Aloysha, each respond to their father’s death with distant emotion, and concern
themselves more with its legal and moral implications rather than the murder itself.
Dostoevsky employs differing levels of complicity to each brother according to
the symbolic identities he applies to each: Ivan symbolizes intellect, Dmitri symbolizes
sensuality and passion, and Aloysha symbolizes Christian faith and purity. Their
divergent ideological worldviews derive from these symbolic identities. In the opening
chapters, Dostoevsky delineates each son’s childhood history separately, and sheds light
into the circumstantial influences presiding over each one. It is through the Karamazov
brothers’ incongruous environments and childhood experiences that Dostoevsky
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illustrates the significance of spatial setting on both psychological development and
individual philosophy in The Brothers Karamazov.
Ivan is the second eldest Karamazov, and like his brothers, is abandoned by
Fyodor and left in the care of the family’s servant, Grigory. Ivan switched hands twice
more before finding a secure home with Yefim Petrovitch Polenov; however,Ivan soon
realized he was a charity case, left Polenov, and entered a Moscow gymnasium at the age
of thirteen. Ivan “began very early, almost in infancy...to show a brilliant and unusual
aptitude for learning,” went on to university, and paid his own way through school
demonstrating vigilance and resolve in pursuing education {The Brothers Karamazov 12).
Accordingly, Ivan symbolizes intellect in the novel and displays this through his analytic
approach to religion and consequential denial of God. Rimvydas Silbajoris explains in
The Children in Tl^e Brothers KaramazoV that Ivan rejects God through a logical
process resembling a geometric theorem:
First we postulate the existence of an immanent God,then we define His
attributes: omnipotence and infinite mercy. The factual evidence—^the
pointless suffering ofinnocent children—will then show that God must be
a monstrosity. But according to our definition of God,He cannot be that.
Hence, there is no God. Thus Ivan performs a metaphysical murder of
God by his Euclidean reductio ad absurdum (27).
Ivan’s religious ideologies stem from the environment he developed since adolescencea spatial setting of academic learning amid the modernized metropolis of Moscow. Ivan
doubted the existence of God and relayed these principles to Smerdyakov, who used the
ideas to justify murdering Fyodor. The connection between Ivan’s rational worldview and
the city of Moscow is undeniable, for neither ofthe other Karamazov brothers spent
much time in urban areas and both could accept the existence of God through faith. It is
through Ivan’s experiences in the city that Dostoevsky constructs the character’s logical
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framework and creates the theme offree choice as both a hindrance and burdensome
facet of Christianity.
Dmitri Karamazov is the eldest son and most closely resembles Fyodor in his
passion and sensuality, which is made evident through his ardent struggle to obtain
Grushenka and her affection. Dmitri’s childhood, like each Karamazov brother, is
turbulent as he is tom from the village of his birth upon his mother’s death and forced
into a state of continual transition between guardians. Dmitri’s childhood consisted of
changing hands between relatives, and willing persons such as Grigory, an arduous six
times. Dmitri never completed his education and entered military school at an early age,
being promoted and demoted in rank regularly due to duels and reckless living. Unlike
his siblings, Dmitri was the only Karamazov raised under the false notion that he would
inherit money upon coming of age. His beliefin a rightful inheritance led to the
extravagant lifestyle during his formative years:
He spent an irregular boyhood and youth. He did not finish his studies at
the gymnasium, he got into a military school, then went to the Caucasus,
promoted, fought a duel, and was degraded to the ranks, earned promotion
again, led a wild life, and spent a good deal of money {The Brothers
Karamazov 8).

Both Dmitri’s belief in a patrimony and his prospect of adulthood independence causes
the character’s sensuality and passionate nature to manifest themselves. He serves in the
military, gamering a level of societal respect, and developed a sense of self-entitlement
through possessing positions of authority. It is from these situational experiences in
soldiery and out of the debt his wild living incurred that Dmitri unabashedly approaches
Fyodor for his inheritance.
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Dmitri’s arrival into the village precipitates

Brothers Karamazov’s central

action—Fyodor’s death. Dmitri plainly admits he could kill Fyodor due to his passionate
hatred toward his father, the need for money, and his love for Gnishenka. The idea to
commit parricide originated with Dmitri through his passionate nature. Dostoevsky
strategically does not impart who perpetrated Fyodor’s murder until the end ofthe novel.
and sets up Dmitri as a prime suspect to relay a key theme that religious ideologies, such
as atheism or Christianity, produce more than philosophical standards of living; they
influence the crux of individual perspective and manipulate accepted ethical boundaries
for human action. In his analysis of Hie Brothers Karamazov, Arther Trace suggests
Dostoevsky utilizes the character Dmitri to illustrate to readers that:
bad ideas are more destructive than bad passions...the wise reader...is
the reader who understands early on the force of atheistic ideas and who
knows that it is Ivan’s cold theory that ‘ifthere is no immortality there is
no virtue and everything is lawful,’ which [led] to the death of Old
Karamazov, and not Dmitri’s hot passions(56).
Dmitri’s background in the army and the facade of a bequest encouraged passionate
action and obedience to the senses—^both of which enable Dmitri’s wrongful indictment
as the murderer of Fyodor Karamazov. It was in the absence ofFyodor and the village of
his birth that Dmitri 'wrongfully believed in an inheritance and garnered the emotionally
distant relationship with his father, which enabled the parricide to take place.
Aloysha, the youngest of the three siblings, symbolizes purity and spirituality in
The Brothers Karamazov. Bom to the same mother as Ivan, Aloysha was sent away at the
age of four when she died. Dostoevsky imposes religious meaning upon the youngest
Karamazov in the beginning of the novel by speaking to the only clear childhood memory
Aloysha retained: that of his mother holding him up to a painting ofthe “holy image’
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{The Brothers Karamazov 15). Aloysha’s mother prayed to this image often, and the
memory of her religious fervor remained imprinted upon Aloysha all his life.
Dostoevsky sets up Aloysha’s childhood environment around love and prayer to support
the growth of a strong religious faith.
Aloysha ended up in Yefim Petrovitch Polenov’s household and is immediately
loved by all those he encountered though he never strove to gain their affection. Unlike
Ivan, Aloysha never reacts with pride towards his benefactors nor does he develop the
fierceness that Dmitri possesses. It was innate in the young boy to be kind,
nonjudgmental, and accepting of those around him. From an early age, Aloysha is quiet
and notably observant to the plight and psychology of others, possessing an internal
fixation on spiritual notions of human life. As Dostoevsky entails in the narrative,“He
was simply an early lover of humanity, and that he adopted the monastic life was simply
because at that time it struck him...as the ideal escape for his soul struggling from the
darkness of worldly wickedness to the light oflove”{The Brothers Karamazov 14).
Aloysha returns to the village at the age oftwenty, a year shy ofcompleting his
education, and enters a monastery upon seeing his father and his mother’s grave.
Aloysha grows up amid the Polenov family who adores him and amply provides
for his life endeavors. Ofthe three Karamazov brothers, Aloysha is the only one not to
provoke fear in Fyodor upon returning home because it was clear he was not after money
like Dmitri and did not come to aid Dmitri’s cause like Ivan. Aloysha’s childhood setting
envelops people who genuinely care for him,and renders a mother who Aloysha
remembers only as having prayed for his Godly protection on earth. Through his
childhood experiences, Aloysha acquires an unshakable faith in God that stood in
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contrast to the tumultuous actions and beliefs ofthe other Karamazov men. Silbajoris
dictates that Dostoevsky “established [Aloysha’s]function in the novel as ‘defender of
faith’...each pressure on[Aloysha] by other characters or by events in the novel is
directed not at him personally...but against the God in [Aloysha’s] soul”(Silbajoris 34).
He grows up accepting his life’s situational circumstances and holds fast to the rehgious
dedication of his mother, and these notions dominate the experiences ofhis youth and
illustrate the impact of childhood environment and experience on the human psyche in
The Brothers Karamazov.
Aloysha symbolizes spirituality and the advantage of possessing faith in God
amid a corrupt world. His brothers and their childhood experiences contrast his own and
exemplify that divergent spatial settings manipulate a person’s development during the
formative years. Ivan was the only brother to complete his education and to reside for a
sustained time amid an urbanized area; he represents the intellectual approach to Hfe,
which denies the existence of God. Dmitri was the only son to enter into the military and
believe he had monetary entitlements owed to him by Fyodor; he signifies earthly passion
and sensuality that impede ethical living and evade full religious allegiance. Aloysha
persists in The Brothers Karamazov as a figure detached from the trauma and conflict
that both Ivan and Dmitri endure and serves as an example ofthe peace and internal
happiness that stem from devoted faith in God. Through assigning dissimilar upbringings
to each Karamazov brother and imposing distinct dispositions and spiritual perspectives
to each, Dostoevsky illustrates the influence of spatial environment on both psychological
perspective and the formation ofindividual ethics.
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In The Idiots White Nights, and 77ze 5ro//ier5 iTaramozov, Dostoevsky employs
shifts in setting to delineate changes in a character’s attitude, psychological perspective.
mental stability, or physical health. Dostoevsky transitions between city and country in
The Idiot and White Nights to denote societal hindrances on a city’s populace. Prince
Myshkin, Ippolit, and Nastasya demonstrate corporeal and psychosomatic need in their
departure from St. Petersburg to Pavlovsk—society and its ideals are overbearing to each
character as it forces their adherence to socially induced rules of behavior. All three
characters are ultimately crippled by societal constraint. The country serves as an escape
but does not fully negate the effects of St. Petersburg because the people ofthe city are
present in the rural locale also. The narrator of White Nights further displays
Dostoevsky’s use of contrasting settings by explaining the happiness he enjoyed while
away from the city, a feeling not evident amid St. Petersburg. The Brothers Karamazov
deviates from the previous literary works because its characters do not express a desire to
escape a municipality; however, they do incur distinctly different personalities and
religious adherence that derive from varying spatial settings. Dostoevsky utilizes these
movements between locales in each literary work to divulge the impact of urban
influence on human beings and to denote the psychological development that occurs in
consequence to an individual’s surroimdings.
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CHAPTER THREE—DWELLINGS

Dostoevsky places his characters amid settings with concentrated descriptions of
public space independent from the realm ofindividual lodging. The depictions
Dostoevsky gives about personal area are also comprised ofconcerted detail, but each
account resides in the confines of an urbanized backdrop. Urban area is increasingly
expanding as the central actions of characters occur outside ofthe private dom^.This is
a consequence of industrialization; as the urbanized area within a city enlarges,individual
living space correlationally diminishes, creating an atmosphere wrought with isolation
and impersonality. Many of Dostoevsky’s protagonists are isolated human beings;
whether from alienation due to differing ideologies or from actual physical estrangement.
the protagonists persist outside of normal societal interaction. While Dostoevsky focuses
more on detailing the public surroundings in his major literary works,the concentrated
depictions he imparts about individual living quarters provide insight into his character’s
dispositions and correlating actions. Dostoevsky utilizes negative imagery to describe
personal space within cities and denotes the consequences ofliving among large
municipalities as being an isolated life marked by depressing external conditions. The
descriptions of character dwellings are tinged with darkness and stench, and serve to
reflect the internal, psychological states ofthe protagonists they envelope; a building or
room discloses the human character ofthose residing within its boundaries, and
additionally reveals an individual’s financial resources and the societal implications that
maintain his or her condition. In Crime and Punishment, Notesfrom the Underground,
The Idiot, and The Gambler, Dostoevsky reflects the influence of personal space on
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human character by developing a series ofindividual environments that emphasize the
effect of dismal conditions on the inhabitants within their borders.
The protagonist of Crime and Punishment^ Raskolnikov, hves in a tiny room that
encroaches on his mental health through its drab and dust-ridden accommodations. For
Raskolnikov, the conditions of his personal space facilitate a heightened level of mental
distortion that he uses to justify murder. Dostoevsky describes in length the furniture and
make-up of Raskolnikov’s residence, carefully combining the imagery ofthe space with
the disposition it instills upon its inhabitant:
It was a tiny cupboard of a room about six paces in length. It had a
poverty-stricken appearance with its dusty yellow paper peeling offthe
walls, and it was so low-pitched that a man of more than average height
was ill at ease in it and felt every moment that he would knock his head
against the ceiling. The furniture was in keeping with the room {Crime
and Punishment 24).
Dostoevsky continues in his depiction ofthe space by bestowing the image of an
unkempt, disorderly arrangement of furniture, clothes, dust, and books that pervade all
comers of the room. The description of the lodging communicates Raskolnikov’s
socioeconomic standing and relays the maimer in which he prefers to persist among
society. He views the room with hatred but finds the disorder of his surroundings to be
“positively agreeable” {Crime and Punishment 25). Raskohiikov approaches society in a
similar fashion; he murders the pawnbroker, a symbol of societal order and comiption,
and anticipates the action will provide him with agreeable contentment amid worldly
disorder. Raskolnikov utilizes his tiny, disarrayed room to escape the society he hates and
expects to find serenity within its walls; “he shuts [himself] up in solitude, and for this
reason drops out of the comprehensive unity of mankind, and thus also out ofthe sphere
of influence of moral law”(Ivanov 581). The contents of his room are significant
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because Raskolnikov isolated himself inside their boundaries, and it was out ofthis
alienation from societal law that he nurtured the idea to murder for utilitarian principles.
Raskolnikov’s personal living space further symbolizes the internal world that he
endures. Edward Wasiolek states,“The garbage one finds on the landings of
[Dostoevsky’s] rooming houses is a fitting correlative to the garbage that his characters
carry within them”(184). Dostoevsky creates a chaotic and oppressive personal space for
Raskolnikov strategically to represent the interior framework ofthe protagonist’s mind.
Raskolnikov’s mother calls the room,‘Svretched” and says,“I am sure it’s quite half
through your lodging you have become so melancholy”{Crime and Punishment lOl).
The room is not only an extension of what Raskolnikov internally feels, but is also an
explanation for his unstable and depressed disposition. Everything within his personal
space

e.g. the furniture, the books, the wallpaper—is in keeping with the disorderly and

poverty-stricken atmosphere of the room he inhabits, Raskolnikov’s mental state
included.
In Notesfrom the Underground, Dostoevsky positions the Underground Man
away from St. Petersburg society by placing his apartment on the outskirts oftown, and
denotes its placement as consequence to the protagonist’s defiant self will. As in Crime
and Punishment, the Underground Man’s individual space is referred to as a room and
never as an apartment or home. By indicating the space as a room and nothing more,
Dostoevsky proposes that the dwelling place is meager in size and elicits no emotional
attachment from its residents. The Underground Man opens discussion about his private
abode by saying:
I used to live in this comer before, but now I have settled down in it. My
room is a wretched, horrid one in the outskirts oftown. My servant is an
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old country-woman, ill-natured fix>m stupidity, and moreover,there is
always a nasty smell about her {Notes 3).
Through this quotation, the Underground Man reveals how he views his dwelling in
relation to the general population of personal spaces, and additionally imparts his outlook
on life, which permeates the entire literary work. In referring to his room,the
Underground Man says he lives in a “comer.” This term suggests that in relation to the
rest of society, his personal space is pushed back as far as possible. The act of being
placed in the comer elicits images of a child being placed there by punishment. Though
the protagonist chooses to live where he does, its as if he feels society has forced him into
the position he maintains. Furthermore, the Underground Man recants on actually living
and says instead, he has now “settled down” into his space,implying he is both action
less and content among the smelly confines of his “comer.” Dostoevsky uses negative
imagery to illuminate the sardonic perspective ofthe protagonist and to introduce the
nihilistic personality traits he possesses. Though his room is situated away from society
and is both dismal and unpleasant in nature, the Underground Man has become
permanently settled within it and, what is more, is pleased with its wretched quality and
alienated location.
In the second half of the Notesfrom the Underground,the protagonist flashes
back to his last venture into St. Petersburg society. He has several unpleasant encounters
during his reentrance, and responds timidly to each though he inwardly desires
antagonistic reaction. For example, there is an incident with a police officer in Part II
who unapologetically bumps the protagonist in passing. The Underground Man thinks
for days of a means to revenge himself, and finally tries by standing in the officer’s way
on the street; however, the action fails to muster any response or notice from the police
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officer. From incidents like this, the protagonist connects himselfto a mouse—an
organism that similarly struggles for appropriate retribution. He makes the connection in
this way: the mouse will “creep ignominiously into its mouse-hole. There in its nasty,
stinking, underground home our insulted, crushed and ridiculed mouse promptly becomes
absorbed in cold, malignant and, above all, everlasting spite” {Notes 7). Like the mouse.
the Underground Man has retreated into an underground space that is separate from the
rest of society. He lives with spite because ofthe ills he feels society has cast upon him.
and looks to his isolated room for protection. As the protagonist relays,“my lodging [is]
my private solitude, my shell, my cave, in which I [conceal] myselffrom all mankind”
{Notes 79). Through the words in which the Underground Man describes his personal
space, Dostoevsky imparts tlie internal perspective ofthe protagonist—a perspective
wrought with nihilistic ideals that are in consequence to the hurt caused by members of
society.
Dostoevsky illustrates the connection between individual space and a character’s
consciousness through the character Rogozhin and his lodging in The Idiot. Rogozhin is
an oppressively passionate man whose inner darkness manifests itselfthrough his
relationship with Nastasya Filippovna. He desperately seeks to wed her, but it is out of a
wanton yearning to possess her that he desires the marital union and not from love. His
reasons for pursuing marriage with Nastasya are internalized, therefore unclear, and
parallel the inner framework of his personal space through their sinister design.
Dostoevsky depicts Rogozhin’s house as a large maze of dark corridors and twisting
staircases that emanate a foreboding atmosphere wrought with disorientation. The
dwelling symbolizes the darkness that exists within Rogozhin, which is evidenced
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through his attempt to murder Prince Myshkin and the successful slaying ofNastasya. On
entering his house. Prince Myshkin exclaims,“Your house has the appearance ofthe
whole of your family and the whole of your Rogozhin way oflife

224).

Dostoevsky imposes this dwelling on Rogozhin to amplify the malevolent nature ofhis
character and tangibly to portray his internal consciousness.
Dostoevsky further employs the setting of Rogozhin’s house to foreshadow
impending trouble for Prince Myshkin. Prior to Prince Myshkin’s entrance to the estate.
Dostoevsky instills negative imagery into the narrative:
The entrance to the gateway, dark at any time, was particularly dark at that
moment: the storm-cloud, which had covered the whole sky and blotted
out the evening light, burst at the very moment the prince approached the
house and the rain canie down in torrents {Idiot 251).
The bad weather and perpetually dark atmosphere of Rogozhin’s residence intimate that
the Prince is entering a region marked by danger and signifies looming peril. The parallel
between the Prince’s mental state and setting is connoted by the storm erupting precisely
as Prince Myshkin nears the entrance to Rogozhin’s house. Rogozhin shortly thereafter
tries to stab Prince Myshkin in a dark stairwell, causing an epileptic fit to occur within
the protagonist. The house and its enveloping obscurity aroused apprehension and
psychological unstableness inside the Prince and perpetuate his fit; the dwelling’s
cc

gloomy, often dilapidated condition...is itself an accurate reflection ofthe [Prince’s]

tormented psychological state”(Berry 7). Rogozhin’s residence not only symbolizes the
ominous nature within Rogozhin but also elicits a parallel between its external condition
and that of Prince Myshkin’s mental health. Dostoevsky draws these associations
between house and character to signify that individual space manipulates a person’s
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consciousness, and correspondingly describes lodgings in accordance with the characters
he sets inside their boundaries.
Dostoevsky’s shorter work The Gambler entails the confessions of Alexey
Ivanovitch, a tutor for a Russian family temporarily living abroad at a German resort, and
imparts the societal differences existing between Russia’s national character and that of
Western Europe through the story’s placement among casinos and its narrative of
gambling. Dostoevsky had a similar attraction to gambling, particularly the game of
roulette, and while biographical parallels between the protagonist Alexey and Dostoevsky
can be drawn, the intimations that Alexey’s character traits derive from a universal
Russian identity have more literary significance than do his similarities to the author.
Dostoevsky never created characters through primarily autobiographical means.
Although many critics equate The Gambler as merely a short novel produced out of
financial desperation during a time when the author’s addiction to gambling had reached
its height, the book’s implications divulge a facet of Russian culture that is engrained
within the popoulace as a whole and not simply one man or corresponding literary
character. The Gambler is “a story in which the psychology and conflicts ofthe
characters not only arise from their individual temperaments and personal qualities but
also reflect an interiorization of various national values and ways of Hfe”(Frank,“The
Gambler” 172).
Alexey’s private dwelling space is not mentioned in extensive detail, except for a
unsubstantial and brief comment about its small size and position within the hotel in
Roulettenburg. In the novel’s opening pages, Dostoevsky sets the Russian protagonist
amid Germany, living with a wealthy family. The absence ofdescription about Alexey’s
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personal lodging enables his primary place ofresidence—^the casino—^to be the central
setting surrounding the young man. The casino is Alexey’s individual space; it is the
space from which his character traits manifest themselves and his personal ideologies
derive. Like roulette, Alexey’s life functions as a game ofchance. Internally, the
protagonist deems money to be the sole benefactor of his societal position and eligibility
as a bachelor. His love affair with Polina functions as a consequence to the money he
wins or loses as capital dictates his ability to sustain a wife. Similarly,the General’s
inheritance is dependent on Granny’s success at the roulette table; Granny loses all ofher
money in the course of The Gambler's narrative. The General’s livelihood rests on
Granny’s estate as he will receive it upon her death. Granny bets it away in the casino and
compromises the welfare of the General without any moral regard. Each central character
is subject to the game of roulette in the novel. Dostoevsky employs the setting ofthe
casino to instill an atmosphere of uncertainty and illustrate a national identity among The
Gambler's characters. The novel contains an “image ofDostoevsky’s central vision of
the universe: that is, a world ruled by chance and fate, when faith is absent”(Wasiolek
185). Religious faith is not mentioned among the characters, and it is only throu^ the
attraction to gambling that the story’s narrative is propelled.
Dostoevsky casts the casino as a crowded area wrought with individuals seeking
easy fortune. There are two types of characters within The Gambler: Europeans and
Russians. The casino illuminates their contrasts through the manner in which they
approach gambling and the dialogue between opposing nationalities amid the gaming
room. Dostoevsky suggests the Russian way to acquire capital is through short-term
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reckless abandonment in endeavors like gambling. Alexey upholds this notion when he
exclaims;
W e [Russians] are very glad and very eager to make use ofsuch means as
roulette, for instance, in which one can grow rich all at once,in two hours,
without work...1 really don’t now which more disgusting: Russian
unseemliness or the German faculty of accumulation by honest toir(7%e
Gambler 402).
The “German faculty” Alexey speaks to is daily accruement of money through work—a
method the protagonist finds boring and deems a waste ofhuman exertion. Dostoevsky
accredits this type of thinking as specifically Russian and utilizes roulette to illustrate
Alexey’s financial ideals. Alexey encounters opposition from French and English men at
numerous points in the narrative, and nonchalantly discounts their beliefs about work and
responsible betting, attributing their attitudes as the result of a dissimilar national identity
£md nothing more. All the characters, both European and Russian, are driven by their
desire for capital gain, but it is only the Russians that Dostoevsky depicts as recklessly
chasing after wealth in the casino. The Russian characters never stop betting when they
are ahead at the tables, and leave all areas of their lives—love,finances, and societal
relations—open to the mercy of chance. The setting ofthe casino in The Gambler
facilitates the contrasts between national identity and illuminates the protagonist’s
psychological state of hopeless abandonment. Mr. Astely correspondingly illustrates this
when he says to Alexey:
You have not only given up life, all your interests, private and public, the
duties of a man and a citizen, your friends...you have not only give up
your objects, such as they were, all but gambling—you have even given
up your memories....your dreams, your most genuine desires now do not
rise above pair, impair, rouge, noir, the twelve middle numbers and so on
{The Gambler 514).
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The casino is Alexey’s personal dwelling because it is the only place Dostoevsky
contributes as being his home. There are no other concentrated descriptions ofpersonal
residence, and like the lodgings ofother key characters in Dostoevsky’s literary worits,
the casino functions as the external manifestation of Alexey’s psychological workings
and correspondingly is the individual space for the protagonist.
Dostoevsky employs personal space to bestow information about the characters
each surrounds. The descriptions he imparts about individual lodgings are concentrated,
but account for a significant portion of the internal psychology denoted to each
protagonist. Both Raskolnikov and Rogozhin commit murder—their rooms accordingly
are marked by darkness and oppressiveness. In Notesfrom the Underground,the
Underground Man leads an isolated life and possesses an intense resentment and timidity
toward society and its populace. His lodgings reflect these character traits by its
positioning in the outskirts of town, pushed as far away from society as possible. The
Underground Man places himself amid conditions that uphold his internalized view of
society and personal position within it—an alienated, unseen citizen. Alexey of 77ie
Gambler finds stimulation and self-worth through gambling; it is fitting then that
Dostoevsky never describes an individual residence for the protagonist and rather
positions him solely among a foreign casino—an environment which enables Alexey’s
Russian ideologies to be seen in primarily statistical means,unfettered by emotion and in
contrast to the European dogmas of his fellow players. In Dostoevsky’s literary works,
individual space signifies a character’s disposition and indicates reasons for particular
lifestyles and convictions. As Patricia Sulzman asserts, “the pervasive spatial imagery
provides a means for Dostoevsky to depict consciousness”(1).
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CHAPTER FOUR—TIME

Time constnicts a significant facet of daily life for human beings. Time
perpetually progresses and propels human existence through a mathematical succession
of days that never regress. A person’s life span is correlational to time; until a person
dies, the number of years they live continually increases. Time is an inescapable reality
that dictates much of what a person perceives about his or her surroundings through its
continual presence and ability to improve societal condition. The epoch an individual
persists among is in consequence to this gradual passing oftime. Advancements in both
scientific doctrine and technology manipulate the lives ofhuman beings by improving
standard modes of living; while time does not improve the quality ofhuman life directly,
individuals learn from previous generations, and advance present conditions and
ideological norms through studying times past. In literature external time functions to
progress a plot and the character’s lives forward; however,in Dostoevsky’s literary
works, time is neither clearly defined nor an entity of steady succession. He instead
maintains time as an internal element ofhuman life. Within the framework of a person’s
mind, Dostoevsky casts time as a derivative ofindividual consciousness that can go
backwards and forwards in progression, illuminating past occurrences and clarifying the
tone of a literary work in the present. In this way,Dostoevsky utilizes time as a device to
divulge information about his characters rather than an “ontological category,” and does
so through concentrating time, elapsing time, and employing dreams and flashbacks to
elicit the inner world of a protagonist(Johnson 650).
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Dostoevsky structures his novels around plots that are extremely condensed to a
short time frame. There are no elements of action that exist in consequence to
chronological time frames. Instead, time is merely a function ofindividual consciousness
and never receives detailed attention from the author. Dostoevsky’s use ofconcentrated
time is most clearly seen in Crime and Punishment. Through the eyes ofRaskolnikov,
Dostoevsky imparts detailed accounts oftwo families, the Maraielavods and the
Raskolnikovs, and entails a multitude of information pertaining to each individual’s
history and current situation, doing so within a narrative period oftwo weeks. Jose
Ortega comments on Dostoevsky’s style of structure saying,“Dostoevsky’s books are
almost all extremely long. But tlie story that is told is usually quite short Sometimes it
takes two volumes to describe what happens in three days, indeed,a few hours”(507).
Crime and Punishment takes place over the course oftwo weeks and is nearly 500 pages
in length. The length is in consequence to the extensive description and first person point
of view. Through the concentration of time, every thought and perception the narrator
experiences is relayed to the reader. This enables the reader to gather a more personal
view of the protagonist through the accumulation of action and consciousness instead of
author given characteristic traits. Dostoevsky employs condensed time in his literary
works to instill a more accurate view of an individual; a character’s thoughts and
internalizations are communicated in a style that resembles that of a real human being
and not merely a character created by a fictional piece of literature. The reader can then
equate the characters through the flow of their words and actions rather than mere
descriptions, gathering a personal perspective of the character as they would an
individual in real life.
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Dostoevsky often writes novels in a diary or confessional narrative style. The
protagonists flash back to periods of time that are years past and position themselves in
an objective standpoint concerning the occurrences oftheir lives. These lapses in time
can be seen in Notesfrom the Underground, White Nights, md The Idiot. Th&XQcmeiit
use of lapsed time in numerous literary works suggests Dostoevsky found retrospective
analysis of life a significant facet of an individual’s psychological development.
Dostoevsky drastically changed his political views after his time in prison and Siberia; he
learned from those experiences and used them to cultivate a traditional worldview. His
characters similarly remember back to previous times in their lives to gamer further
clarity about their individual circumstances in the present. Furthermore, all ofthese
literary works are set in the 1860s, a time when Enlightenment ideals were infiltrating
Russian culture. Dostoevsky felt a return to traditional modes ofthinking was needed in
Russia and looked to the 1840s as the last decade possessing these conventional values.
In both Notesfrom the Underground and lF7»7e

the protagonists relay stories that

occur in the 1840s. They are characters sustaining relational problems with the societal
order of the 1860s and symbolize Dostoevsky’s yearning to go back to the past and relive
a time in life when traditional values dominated Russian culture.
In The Brothers Karamazov, Dostoevsky further employs lapsed time to offer
reasons for the Karamazov brother’s callousness toward their father. The sons grow up in
different households away from the guardianship of Fyodor. They are separated by both
space and time; the distance in time (about twenty years) enables the children to acquire
an insensitivity concerning the parricide of Fyodor. There was no typical father-son
relationship between the characters because it was never allowed to develop; the
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consequential negation of emotional attachment cultivated the callousness with which the
brothers approach their father’s death. As Matthew Wylie asserts:
The fact tliat the brothers had spent so many years away from Fyodor
Karaina7.o\- increases the apparent indifference that each brother exhibits
towiird him. More importantly, it is distance in time that serves both to
unite the brothers and further alienate them from Karamazov.The one
thing that they have in common,besides being blood-relations,is that they
were each abandoned by their father (3).

The lapsed time serves to negate all possibility of authentic sorrow for each Karamazov
brother and facilitates their perceiving Fyodor as simply another human being rather than
a close family relation. Whether lapsed time is made overtly evident dsinNotesfrom the
Underground^ White Nights, and T/ie

Karamazov or is invoked almost

unnoticeably as in The Idiot, Dostoevsky utilizes distance in time as a stmctural design in
his literary works. Lapsed time signifies a return to the past in an effort to gain clarity and
also serves to denote reasons for the psychological workings of a character’s mind.
Lastly, Dostoevsky invokes flashbacks and dreams to elicit significant
information or embedded memories that are significant in the character development ofa
protagonist. In both Crime and Punishment and The Brothers Karamazov^ Dostoevsky
uses dreams to divulge both Raskolnikov and Ivan’s internal contemplations about the
injustices of society and the nature of God,respectively. The first dream Raskolnikov has
refers to a memory he had of when he was seven years old and witnessed the bmtal
beating of a mare by a drunken group of adult men. Raskolnikov stood aside and
watched the crowd laugh and cheer as the mare endured a painful death and immense
suffering. He awakes from the dream,confused and drenched with sweat, and renounces
any plan he had about murdering Aloyna the pawnbroker.“He felt utterly broken:
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darkness and confusion were in his soul...‘Good God’ he cried,‘can it be,can it be,that I
shall really lake an a.\e, that I shall strike her on the head, split her skull open’”(Cri/ne
53). The dream foreshadows the murder of Aloyna in the proceeding ch^ter and reveals
Raskolnikov’s mental state leading up to the murder, one marked by discord and
ambiguity concerning committing such an atrocity. Raskolnikov murders Aloyna because
he feels society wrongly perpetuated the injustices he endured such as poverty and class
inequality; Aloyna was his manifestation of society’s ills. The mare, being brutally
degraded by a willing and dmnk populace, parallels Raskolnikov’s powerless position in
St. Petersburg society and further represents the atrocities he perceives the population
perpetuates on the lower class. The mare is seen as ameansofproductionandnotasa
living, breathing creature; similarly, Raskolnikov deems those in administrative sections
of society to view the lower class as a production of labor and nothing more.
The second dream Raskolnikov has exposes the feelings ofinadequacy and guilt
that is repressed in the protagonist’s consciousness. Raskolnikov dreams he is back at the
murder scene, attempting the action again; however, this time Raskolnikov does not
succeed in killing Aloyna. “He began hitting the old woman on the head with all his
force, but at every blow of the axe the laughter and whispering from the bedroom grew
louder and the old woman was simply shaking from mirth. He was mshing away,but the
passage was full of people” {Crime 241). Raskolnikov murders the pawnbroker partially
to prove his superiority over humankind, or in his own words,to be a “Napoleon” amid
society. The dream makes a mockery of his attempt at murder, as the woman will not die
and the background voices laugh at Raskolnikov’s efforts, and further destroys all his
‘arrogant hopes of surpassing his mortal mediocrity”(Cleary 2). Dostoevsky utilizes the
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dream to reveal Raskolnikov’s questioning ofhis own “extraordinariness” and to signify
that even Raskolnikov realizes the murder did not elevate him above the masses of
society. The dream operates to disclose the psychological torment within Raskolnikov
and imparts the internalized guilt the protagonist subconsciously feels, as he cannot
eliminate the old woman from his psyche.
Ivan’s nightmare about the devil in The Brothers Karamazov functions as the
culmination of his musings on faith and doubt. Smerdyakov tells Ivan in the preceding
chapter that it was through Ivan’s discourse on the absence of God and virtue that he
murdered Fyodor. Ivan did not believe in God and through his systematic denial ofa
higher being and therefore a moral code, he rationalized that all things were lawful.
Ivan’s nightmare follows his encounter with Smerdyakov due to the tormented
psychological state it caused; it incited Ivan’s revelation that his own philosophies
facilitated Fyodor’s murder and that he too was responsible for the parricide.
Smerdyakov’s confession and the subsequent attachment ofresponsibility to Ivan upheld
a universal burden ofsin—a notion Ivan had previously denied with fervor.
Ivan is conversing with the devil in his nightmare. Ironically, in the course ofhis
dream’s dialogue, Ivan asserts that it is only himselfto whom he is speaking. This
admittance connotes the musings ofthe dark entity as actually being an extension of
Ivan’s unconscious. The “devil” figure contends,“Conflict between belief and disbelief is
sometimes such torture to a conscientious man,such as you are, that it’s better to hang
oneself at once. Knowing that you are inclined to believe in me,I administered some
disbelief by telling you that anecdote”{Brothers 684). The anecdote refers to the poem
“The Grand Inquisitor,” which manifests Ivan’s philosophy discounting the existence of
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God and is the basis for his amoralism. Dostoevsky employs the dream to illustrate
Ivan’s loss of behef in his own doctrines, and to declare the collective responsibility for
an individual’s actions. As Vyacheslav Ivanov conveys,“every crime is not only a sin of
the criminal, but also a sin ofthe community and ofsociety: nobody has a right to say
that he has no share in the guilt ofthe guilty”(584).
Lastly, Dostoevsky employs flashbacks in The Idiot to disclose Prince Myshkin’s
previous life in Switzerland and his ultimate purpose amid the populace of St. Petersburg.
Flashbacks in literature function to impart past memories or situations that are pertinent
in understanding the narrator’s life circumstances or disposition. The majority ofthe
Prince’s flashbacks divulge information about his life in Switzerland; however, one
flashback relays the protagonist’s thoughts concerning his life’s utility in society. Prince
Myshkin recounts a day in Switzerland where he witnessed a man walking to his own
death. The man,doomed to die, sees a church fettered with light in the distance and
begins thinking about God. In seeing the church,the man feels a new nature over took his
soul and arouses a desire to live life over and take nothing for granted. Like the church.
Prince Myshkin also wants to instill hope for the doomed populace ofthe world by
offering an alternate way oflife—a pattern ofliving that reflects religious philosophies of
goodness rather than secular self-interests. The prince asserts, “I daresay I really am a
philosopher, and, who knows, perhaps I really have the intention ofinstructing people
{The Idiot 82). His flashback to the man nearing the guillotine reveals the ability of
religious images, and the beliefs surrounding them, to offer hope for the people of
society. Prince Myshkin is such a religious symbol; Dostoevsky employs the flashback
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to Switzerland to spur conversation with the Yepanchin women and divulge the Prince’s
mission in The Idiot.
Dostoevsky concentrates time as a structural design for his hterary works. The
stories imparted in his novels are short in length, but are infiltrated with such a large
amount ofdescriptive detail and mundane action that they persist among pages and pages
of narration. Through recounting multitudes ofpsychological discourse and societal
interaction, Dostoevsky imparts a personal account of each central character. This
enables the reader to accumulate numerous perspectives on a protagonist. As in real hfe,
a person is not given another individual’s character traits upfront. The process of getting
to know someone persists over an extended period of observation. Dostoevsky’s literary
style of concentrating time enables this intimate view of each protagonist; the reader
perceives a character’s everyday actions and learns about his or her psychological state
through internal dialogue and the flashbacks and dream sequences in which Dostoevsky
provides. Rather than presenting time as an ontological category ofsteady succession,
Dostoevsky suspends time through flashbacks and offers the reader a glimpse into a
character’s past. Furthermore, Dostoevsky employs dreams to clarify the situations and
memories that remain embedded upon a protagonist’s unconscious and further to elicit
information pertinent in understanding an individual’s psychological frameworks. In
Dostoevsky’s literary writings, time is a subdued, discontinuous element ofaction that
remains outside the confines of external reality. It is a function ofindividual
consciousness, which Fyodor Dostoevsky utilizes to relay the inner workings of his
protagonists.
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CONCLUSION

Space and time in Dostoevsky’s literary writings function as the external signifier
ofthe protagonists’ internal consciousness. His literary works are largely about the
psychological states of people living amid a depersonalized, alienated world ofincreasing
modernization. The human interaction that Dostoevsky depicts is convoluted and often
corrupted by the inner turmoil ofeach participating individual. He writes narratives that
are deeply intertwined with the external circumstances and physical placement ofthe
protagonists and in doing so offers an explanation to the state ofsociety in nineteenth
century Russia.
Individual and public space create the reality ofdaily existence for a human
being. The ideological perspectives a person maintains are direct products ofindividual
space experience because the larger societal context ofa region constructs the norms for
behavior and belief This can be seen from country to country and the varying common
religious doctrine held between locales. America, for example,is predominantly
Christian. Dissimilarly, Pakistan’s populace is comprised of a Muslim majority. The two
countries are located on different continents and maintain different ideologies as a result.
This is not to say that all regions believe in divergent dogmas because oflocation, but
social norms and beliefs are products of environment and also the economic and political
standards a specific setting perpetuates.
Dostoevsky felt Russia was a country in great contrast to the rest ofthe world.
The way in which he depicts the city and countryside ofRussia is therefore a purposeful
denotation to the dissimilarities he saw in comparison to the world community at large.
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Every urbanized municipality that Dostoevsky mentions in his literary works is wrought
with negative descriptions ofstinking streets, over-crowded public spaces, and
impersonal surroundings. His characters persist daily among this dismal environment.
They are products of it and illustrate the affects of decrepit city conditions through their
actions of murder, conceit, and their inability to live without dysfunctional perspective
and behavior; however, Dostoevsky describes rural locales much differently. In contrast.
Dostoevsky depicts pastoral spaces with positive imagery. He transports characters to
deurbanized areas so that they can receive both the psychological and physical healing
they desperately need. In doing so, Dostoevsky explains his protagonists’ pessimistic
beliefs about society and their maladaptive, corrupt, and, sometimes, socially
unacceptable behavior. The characters who exhibit these qualities live in modernized
spaces and must leave them to attain solace. These contrasting settings and the way in
which Dostoevsky employs them illustrate the affect of one’s environment on internal
consciousness in his writings. Dostoevsky utilizes large municipalities repeatedly in his
literary works to explain the decreasing mental stability ofhis protagonists and offers life
in rural locales as the solution to the problem. As with his ideologies that encompass a
return to traditional modes of religious practice, Dostoevsky suggests a simpler life
among less populated areas is more advantageous than the emerging modem way of life
among large cities that was so evident in the 19* century.
As explained above, Dostoevsky uses concentrated description ofsetting to
delineate the circumstances in which the characters live and to explain their
psychological workings. Dostoevsky also, however, employs time in narratives as a
method of revealing a character’s background and the reasons for particular mental states.
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The plots of his literary works are often extremely short in length. Instead, long analyses
of psychological thought via dreams,flashbacks, and a character’s internal perception of
external conditions comprise the majority ofDostoevsky’s lengthy narratives. Time is not
used to denote the elapsement of days, but rather is an entity that goes back and forth
across years without much warning or explanation. It gives the reader a character’s
history and development and further places the character amid historical contexts that
explain his attitude or behefs. Most notably, Dostoevsky contrasts the 1840s and 1860s
and illustrates the affect oftime on individual perspective.
Dostoevsky places the protagonists within private worlds amid a larger society to
illustrate the psychological and ideological influences ofa community upon its
inhabitants. The correlation between plot and setting is purposeful; they parallel one
another in Dostoevsky’s novels and disclose his perception that human behavior and
place-relation are directly connected. Both space and time are often upheld as an
unsubstantial element of a literary work, but with Dostoevsky, his characters flmction as
direct products oftheir external surroundings. The city or locale they inhabitant is not
simply an area in which they live; it is the source of a character’s internal dialogue and
the facilitator of dissatisfaction, which abundantly envelops Dostoevsky’s literary works.
To ignore the significance ofspace and time is to ignore the very source ofthe suffering
in which Dostoevsky writes so ardently about. Space and time constitute individual
reality and are a driving force behind both the societal norms and ideologies in the six
writings I have discussed. To understand why the protagonists persist in the way they do,
it is imperative to comprehend the society and external conditions that construct their
daily lives.
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